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JURISDICTION
Jurisdiction over this case is proper pursuant to Utah Const, art. VIII, § 5 and Utah
Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(d) (1996).
ISSUES AND STANDARDS
This appeal is from an interlocutory order of the district court granting in part and
denying in part Sawyers' and Krueger's Motion to Dismiss the Informations filed against
them by the Carbon County Attorney alleging that they each had violated Utah Code Ann.
§ 78-3a-801 (1996).
Whether an information should be dismissed is a question of law, which is
reviewed for correctness without deference to the district court. State v. Snyder, 932 P.2d
120, 125 (Utah App. 1997) ("'[T]he propriety of a trial court's decision to grant or deny
a motion to dismiss is a question of law that we review for correctness.'" (quoting Tiede
v. State, 915 P.2d 500, 502 (Utah 1996)) (alteration in original)). The issues to be
considered in determining whether the district court erred by concluding that the
Informations should not be dismissed in their entirety include the following: (1) whether
the conduct alleged in the Informations violates Utah Code Ann. § 78-3a-801; and (2)
whether that section, as applied here, is unconstitutionally vague or otherwise invalid
under the First Amendment of the United States Constitution or Article I, Sections 7 and
15 of the Utah Constitution.

Both of these issues are questions of law, which are

reviewed for correctness without deference to the district court. See State v. Brooks, 908
P.2d 856, 859 (Utah 1995) (stating that district court's interpretation of a statute is
|spj\kt\x\kt\x-brf.doc(klm)
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reviewed for correctness); State v. Arbon. 909 P.2d 1270, 1271 (Utah App. 1996) (stating
that district court's decision on constitutional questions is reviewed for correctness without
deference).
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES. AND RULES
All determinative constitutional provisions, statutes, and rules are contained in the
body of this Brief or in the Addendum to this Brief.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the Case

This is an appeal from the interlocutory order of the Honorable Bryce K. Bryner,
Seventh Judicial District Court, granting in part and denying in part Appellants' Motion
to Dismiss the Informations charging them with contributing to the delinquency of minors
in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 78-3a-801(l)(a) (1996).
B.

Course of Proceedings

On May 2, 1997, the Carbon County Attorney filed two five-count Informations
alleging that Sawyers and Krueger each violated Utah Code Ann. § 78-3a-801 (1996).
The charges stem from interviews the two journalists conducted with five Carbon High
School students following an anti-tobacco presentation at the school.

Sawyers and

Krueger entered not guilty pleas on June 17, 1997.
Sawyers and Krueger timely filed a Motion to Dismiss the Informations. Oral
argument was heard on November 3, 1997. In support of their motion, Sawyers and
Krueger argued that the Informations should be dismissed principally for three reasons.
|spj\kt\ x\ktvx-brf.doc(klm)
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First, Sawyers and Krueger did not have the requisite intent to violate the statute because
they interacted with the students solely for the purpose of gathering information and
videotaped pictures for a news story. Second, their alleged conduct did not violate the
statute. Third, the First Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article I,
Sections 7 of the Utah Constitution prohibit criminal prosecution of journalists for the
news gathering activities involved here. At the conclusion of the hearing, Judge Bryner
dismissed one count of the Informations, which concerned a student who was eighteen
years old at the time of the interviews and, accordingly, was not a minor. On January 2,
1998, Judge Bryner issued a written ruling denying in part and granting in part Sawyers'
and Krueger's Motion to Dismiss.
Sawyers and Krueger petitioned this Court for permission to appeal Judge Bryner's
interlocutory order. Amicus, the Utah Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists
("SPJ"), filed motions in support of Sawyers' and Krueger's petitions for permission to
appeal and also moved this Court for permission to file an amicus curiae brief in support
of the journalists. This Court granted Sawyers' and Krueger's petitions to appeal and
SPJ's motion for leave to file a brief in this appeal.
C.

Statement of Facts

To avoid repetition and duplication of effort, SPJ hereby incorporates by this
reference the statement of facts contained in the Brief of the Appellant.

|spj\ktvx\ktvx-brf.doc(k!m)
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
This Court should dismiss the Informations in their entirety because prosecuting
Sawyers and Krueger under Utah Code Ann. § 78-3a-801 violates the free speech and
freedom of the press guarantees of the United States Constitution and the Utah
Constitution. Sawyers and Krueger are being prosecuted for gathering and reporting news
on an important public health issue; namely, the use of chewing tobacco by minors. The
gathering and reporting of news on such topics is essential for the public to become
informed and is constitutionally protected from prosecution. If prosecutions like the one
at issue in this case are permitted to go forward, regardless of their ultimate success,
reporters will be chilled from reporting such news and the public will be deprived of
much critical information.

Such an abridgment and restraint on the press is

unconstitutional and should not be permitted.

|spj\kt\ x\ktvx-brf.doc(klm)
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ARGUMENT1
I.

PROSECUTING SAWYERS AND KRUEGER UNDER UTAH CODE ANN. §
78-3a-801 WOULD CRIMINALIZE NEWS GATHERING AND REPORTING
ON MATTERS OF PUBLIC INTEREST AND VIOLATE THE FREE SPEECH
AND FREE PRESS GUARANTEES OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION AND THE UTAH CONSTITUTION
A.

Gathering and Reporting News on Matters of Public Importance Lies Near
the Core of Interests Protected by the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article I, Section 15 of the Utah Constitution

SPJ files this Brief to emphasize the critical constitutional and public interests
threatened by criminally prosecuting Sawyers and Krueger for their news gathering and
reporting in this case. The constitutional guarantees of freedom of speech and freedom
of the press are vital to our democratic form of government. The United States Supreme
Court has recognized that journalistic speech occupies a privileged position under the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution.2 See, e.g., Bigelow v. Virginia, 421 U.S.
809, 828-29 (1974) ("The strength of appellant's [First Amendment] interest was
augmented by the fact that the statute was applied against him as a published and editor
1

The focus of SPJ's brief is upon the constitutional and journalistic threats posed
by the criminal prosecution of journalists engaged in newsgathering activities. SPJ also
notes, however, that the criminal Informations filed against Sawyers and Krueger should
be dismissed because (i) the Informations do not allege conduct that violates Utah Code
Ann. § 78-3a-801; (ii) Sawyers and Krueger lacked the requisite mens rea to violate the
statute; and (iii) the statute is unconstitutionally vague, violating Sawyers' and Krueger's
due process rights. The statutory and constitutional defects to this criminal prosecution
are compellingly developed and articulated in the Brief of the Appellants and will not be
repeated here.
2

The First Amendment of the United States Constitution provides in relevant part:
"Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press . . . ."
U.S. Const, amend. I.
|spj\lm x\ktvx-brf.doc( klm)
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of a newspaper[.]"); see also Timothy B. Dyk, Newsgathering, Press Access, and the First
Amendment, 44 Stan. L. Rev. 927, 931 n.26 (1992) ("[I]t is quite clear that the framers
of the First Amendment recognized the importance of protecting the institutional press,
and that the Supreme Court has honored that recognition by extending special protection
to the press generally."). Furthermore, news gathering, as well as news reporting, is
protected by the First Amendment. See Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 681 (1972)
("[W]ithout some protection for seeking out the news, freedom of the press could be
eviscerated."). Consequently, the constitutional interests at issue here are of the highest
order and warrant exacting scrutiny.
Freedom of speech and of the press is guaranteed as well under Article I, Section
15 of the Utah Constitution, which declares:
No law shall be passed to abridge or restrain the freedom of speech
or of the press. In all criminal prosecutions for libel, the truth may be given
in evidence to the jury; and if it shall appear to the jury that the matter
charged as libelous is true, and was published with good motives, and for
justifiable ends, the party shall be acquitted; and the jury shall have the right
to determine the law and the fact.
Utah Const, art. I, § 15 (emphasis added). The breadth of protection for freedom of
speech and freedom of the press under that provision is at least as extensive as that
provided by the First Amendment. See KUTV, Inc. v. Conder, 668 P.2d 513, 521 (Utah
1983). Thus, First Amendment jurisprudence is also applicable to determine the rights
protected by Article I, Section 15 of the Utah Constitution.

|spj\kt\ \\ktvx-brf.doc(klm)
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Indeed, the plain language of Article I, Section 15 suggests it provides even greater
free press protections than the First Amendment. First, it contains a provision extending
specific protection to the press from criminal prosecutions for libel. Second, it also states,
"No law shall be passed to abridge or restrain the freedom . .. of the press." Utah Const,
art. I, § 15 (emphasis added). One of the primary duties of a court when interpreting a
statute is to give meaning to all of its terms. See In re Worthen, 926 P.2d 853, 866 (Utah
1996); State v. Westerman, 945 P.2d 695, 697 (Utah App. 1997). That rule should apply
with particular force when interpreting a constitutional provision. The Utah Constitutional
framers' inclusion of the word "restrain" in Article I, Section 15 suggests even broader
protections for freedom of the press than that provided by the First Amendment of the
United States Constitution. The Utah Supreme Court's analysis of Article I, Section 15
comports with this interpretation. See West v. Thomson Newspapers, 872 P.2d 999, 10131017, 1014 (Utah 1994) (recognizing protection for expressions of opinion under Article
I, Section 15 of the Utah Constitution based, in part, upon "positive attitude of the
constitution's drafters toward a free and uninhibited press").
SPJ does not suggest that the First Amendment of the United States Constitution
and Article I, Section 15 of the Utah Constitution insulate professional journalists from
all forms of criminal liability. However, even if all of the allegations in the Informations
are accepted as true, Sawyers and Krueger cannot constitutionally be punished for their
journalistic activities.

|spj\ktvx\ktvx-brf.doc(klm)
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B.

The Press Plays an Important Societal Role in Gathering and Reporting
News About Minors Engaging in Conduct that is Illegal or Harmful

The press has long played an important role in focusing a critical eye on our
government and society and illuminating issues of public concern. Cf. Near v. Minnesota,
283 U.S. 697, 720 (1931). That role traditionally has including reporting on illegal or
harmful activities, whether engaged in by adults or minors. Such reportage performs a
variety of public functions, including informing and educating the public about the
existence of such conduct, encouraging debate and dialogue on matters of public interest,
revealing the efforts of law enforcement to deter or punish such conduct, permitting the
public to evaluate the effectiveness or wisdom of such enforcement efforts, and deterring
the public from engaging in the harmful or illegal conduct.
To further these interests, news organizations regularly publish and broadcast
reports about minors engaged in illegal or harmful activities. Such stories frequently
feature interviews with minors involved in such activities and show them breaking the
law. For example, a recent article in the Deseret News reported on the possession and
smoking of cigarettes by minors. Joseph Bauman, Youth Find Many Ways to Frustrate
the Law, Deseret News, August 2, 1997, at Al. 3 The Deseret News interviewed local
minors who smoke and reported how they obtain cigarettes and what their attitudes are
concerning enforcement activities by police officers.

3

See id. The minors were also

A true and correct copy of the Deseret News story is included in the Appendix
to this Brief.
|spj\kt\ x\Wt\ x-brf.doc(klm)
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photographed while smoking, and a picture of a teen smoking was displayed on the front
page of the newspaper.
Another example of such reporting occurred in 1979, when KSL-TV broadcast an
extraordinary, in-depth look at illegal drug use in Idaho, including drug use by Idaho high
school students.4 The issues raised by the KSL "Dimension Five" story are remarkably
similar to the news story in controversy here. KSL reporter Lynn Packer interviewed a
"drug pusher," who was selling drugs adjacent to Highland High School in Pocatello,
Idaho. During the interview, Packer asked whether there were any students nearby who
were actually using drugs at the time. The drug pusher pointed to a group of nearby
students sitting under a tree. Packer then approached the students and a cameraman
filmed them while they lit their pipes and smoked hashish. While being filmed, some of
the students commented that they hoped that they would not "get busted" for smoking on
camera. As in this case, KSL-TV and Packer were falsely accused by embarrassed school
officials of staging or orchestrating the video. They were not, however, criminally
prosecuted like Sawyers and Krueger.
Other similar stories on harmful or illegal conduct by minors have appeared both
in print and on television. In 1995, KTVX broadcast a story about teenage drinking.5
4

A true and correct copy of the KSL-TV broadcast is included in the videotape
Appendix to this Brief ("Video Appendix"). At the end of the Video Appendix is a copy
of the complete "Dimension Five" broadcast of which the Highland High School story was
a part.
5

A true and correct copy of the KTVX broadcast is included in the Video
Appendix.
|spj\kt\x\kt\x-brf.doc(klm)
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This story focused on the dangerous practice of some local teenagers who drank alcohol
for the purpose of quickly becoming drunk, known as "slamming." KTVX interviewed
teenagers about the drinking habits of Utah teens, and some teens, with faces blurred or
concealed to protect their identities, were shown drinking at a party. Several of the teens
reported that nearly twice as many teenagers drink alcohol as official statistics estimate.
The drinking teens explained that they avoided drinking and driving by preselecting a
designated driver. In addition to interviewing the teens and filming them while drinking
and engaged in drunken behavior, the KTVX story reported the life-threatening risks of
such alcohol abuse.
On March 16, 1997, the Daily Herald published two articles regarding smoking by
teenagers. See Donald W. Meyers, Kids Get Burned by Smoking, The Daily Herald,
March 16, 1997, at Al, A6; Teens Blow Off Federal Cigarette Law, The Daily Herald,
March 16, 1997, at Al. 6 Together, the articles report on a wide array of issues, including
statistics showing increases in the number of teen smokers, the difficulties faced by teens
who wish to quit smoking, and the failure of law enforcement efforts to stop teens from
obtaining cigarettes. Accompanying the two articles, which began on page Al of the
Sunday paper, was a closeup picture of two teens smoking cigarettes.7
6

True and correct copies of the Daily Herald articles are included in the Appendix
to this Brief.
7

Reports on minors engaged in illegal and dangerous conduct do not all involve
substance abuse. For example, on September 16, 1997, KTVX broadcast a television
report on jaywalking by students at a Salt Lake City school. [A true and correct copy of
the KTVX broadcast is included in the Video Appendix.] The report shows students, on
|spj\kt> \\kt\ x-brf doc(klm)
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These stories demonstrate that journalists frequently interview and film minors
engaged in illegal or harmful conduct to convey the reality of such conduct and its effects
to the public. With the assistance of school officials, Sawyers and Krueger were placed
in contact with Carbon High School students who used chewing tobacco. Sawyers and
Krueger sought to provide a fair and accurate account of the minors' conduct together
with the efforts of the school administration in combatting the problem. Unlike other
journalists who have reported about minors engaged in similar illegal or harmful conduct,
however, Sawyers and Krueger are now being criminally prosecuted for their news
gathering and reportage. The implications of this prosecution are dangerous and farreaching.
The threat of criminal prosecution undoubtedly will have a chilling effect upon
news organizations considering whether to report such stories in the future. Such selfcensorship and suppression is antithetical to the goals of the First Amendment and Article
I, Section 15. See New York Times Co, v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 723-24 (1971)
("The dominant purpose of the First Amendment was to prohibit the widespread practice
of governmental suppression of embarrassing information.") (Black and Douglas, J.J.,
concurring).

Even assuming the State's allegations in this case as true, the First

Amendment and Article I, Section 15 must protect the journalist's attempt to gather and

the afternoon following a morning accident in which two students were struck by a car,
continuing to jaywalk. KTVX reporter Debbie Dujanovic interviewed the students, asking
them whether they planned to continue jaywalking. The students displayed a cavalier
attitude, exhibiting little concern for the risks of jaywalking.
|spj\kt\ x\ktvx-brf.doc(klm)
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report the news. See Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 681 (1972). Accordingly, the
criminal prosecution of Sawyers and Krueger is constitutionally impermissible and the
Informations against them should be dismissed.
C.

Sawyers and Krueger are Being Criminally Prosecuted for Presenting a Fair
and Balanced Account of an Important Public Health Issue Affecting Minors

Sawyers and Krueger had a professional obligation to present an accurate and
balanced account on the use of chewing tobacco at Carbon High School and the
effectiveness of administration efforts to curb such use. SPJ's Code of Ethics declares that
journalists should seek truth and provide a fair and comprehensive account of events and
issues. See Society of Professional Journalists, Code of Ethics, 6-8 (1996).8 Numerous
courts have recognized that it is a basic tenet of journalism to attempt to report all
relevant sides of any story. See, e.g., In re United Press Int% 1989 U.S. Dist LEXIS
13927 (D. D.C.), **25, n.18 ("[T]he more factually involved and one-sided a report is,
the greater becomes the reporter's obligation to report both sides of the story."); Dalheim
v. KDFW-TV, 706 F. Supp. 493, 497 (N.D. Tex. 1988) ("[Reporters attempt to present
a balanced story in which both sides are given a fair opportunity forcefully to articulate
their position in their own words."), aff'd, 918 F.2d 1220 (5th Cir.1990); Capital
Broadcasting Co. v. Mitchell, 333 F. Supp. 582, 590 (D. D.C. 1971) ("The theory of free
speech is grounded on the belief that people will make the right choice if presented with

8

A true and correct copy of the SPJ Code of Ethics is included in the Appendix
to this Brief.
|spj\kt\ x\kt\ x-brf.doc(klm)
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all points of view on a controversial issue."), qfiTd, Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Acting
Attorney Gen., 405 U.S. 1000 (1972).
The KTVX broadcast reveals an attempt to present a fair and balanced report about the
use of chewing tobacco by minors and one high school's attempt to curb such use. Sawyers and
Krueger reported Richard L. Bender's moving presentation.

However, they also sought to

determine the impact of his speech on those students most at risk of suffering the same adverse
health consequences as Bender due to their habitual use of chewing tobacco. R. at 72. To locate
these "at-risk" students, Sawyers and Krueger spoke with Liz Ferguson, a Carbon High School
employee. R. at 60. Ferguson identified students who used chewing tobacco, and those students
agreed to be interviewed and filmed. R. at 60, 72. During the interview, the students stated that
Bender's presentation had caused them some concerns about the dangers of chewing tobacco but
admitted that they had no immediate plans to stop such use. R. at 134, 331. In fact, in
accordance with their custom and habit, the students proceeded to chew tobacco during their
lunch break. R. at 63. This was a critical aspect of the story, and Sawyers and Krueger reported
it.

They should not be subject to criminal prosecution for including in their story factual

elements that are truthful, accurate, and provide greater understanding and impact to the public.
D.

Pictorial Evidence of the Student's Continued Use of n e Chewing Tobacco is an
Essential Element of the Story.

Pictures can be essential to communicating information in a news story. Visual images
transmit information in a way words simply cannot.

Pictures often give a story greater

poignancy, bringing it to life for the viewer. Courts have recognized this critical role played by
pictures in presenting news. As Justice Brennan explained:

|s|)j\ktvx\ktvx-brf.doc(klm)
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The adage that "one picture is worth a thousand words" reflects the common-sense
understanding that illustrations are an extremely important form of expression for
which there is no genuine substitute . . . [A] statute that substantially abridges a
uniquely valuable form of expression of this kind cannot be defended on the
ground that . . . the speaker can express the same ideas in some other way.
Regan v. Time. Inc., 468 U.S. 641, 677 (1984) (Brennan, J., concurring).
As discussed above, photographs and video are often used to illustrate illegal and harmful
conduct by minors. The KSL-TV broadcast in which KSL reporter Lynn Packer interviewed and
filmed high school students smoking hashish is particularly illustrative of the power of
photographs and video to communicate the reality of a story. If Packer had merely reported that
he had witnessed students smoking hashish near the school, embarrassed school officials may
have simply denied the allegations. In such an instance, the public would be left trying to sort
out the truth based upon conflicting statements of the news reporter and school officials.
Videotape of students smoking hashish just off of the high school campus during the middle of
the day illustrates the gravity and reality of the drug problem in a manner that words simply
cannot equal. That the students were brazen enough to smoke hashish and to advocate its use
while being videotaped informs the viewer that current enforcement efforts are failing miserably.
Similarly, the KTVX broadcast on teenage drinking shows the seriousness of teenage alcohol
abuse. The casual attitude of the students while discussing their drinking habits coupled with the
videotape depicting the students guzzling alcohol from bottles establishes the extreme risks of
alcohol abuse to which some teens are subjecting themselves.
As these stories illustrate, interviewing and filming minors engaged in illegal or harmful
conduct is far from novel. Sawyers' and Krueger's report is a classic example of such reportage
and is entitled to protection under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution and

|spj\kt\ x\kt\ x-brf.doc(klm)
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Article I, Section 15 of the Utah Constitution. If such news gathering and reporting is not
protected from the type of criminal prosecution being pursued in this case, journalists will be
deterred from interviewing or photographing minors engaged in illegal activities and the public
will be substantially less informed about such activities. As the Supreme Court has observed,
"The chilling effect upon exercise of First Amendment rights may derive from the fact of the
prosecution unaffected by the prospects of its success or failure." Dombrowski v. Pfister, 380
U.S. 479, 487 (1965); see also Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union, 117 S. Ct. 2329 (1997)
( 'The severity of criminal sanctions may well cause speakers to remain silent rather than
communicate even arguably unlawful words, ideas, and images.").
E.

Incidental Glamorization of the Student's Conduct is an Insufficient Justification
for Prohibiting News Stories.

The Carbon County Attorney has suggested that Sawyers and Krueger may have violated
Utah Code Ann. § 78-3a-801 because their actions of interviewing the students and filming the
students while the students chewed tobacco may have glamorized the use of chewing tobacco.
Similar suggestions have been considered and rejected by the courts. For example, the Fourth
Circuit recently stated:
News reporting, we can assume, no matter how explicit it is in its description or
depiction of criminal activity, could never serve as a basis for aiding and abetting
liability consistent with the First.Amendment. It will be self-evident in the context
of news reporting, if nowhere else, that neither the intent of the reporter nor the
purpose of the report is to facilitate repetition of the crime, or other conduct
reported upon, but, rather merely to report on the particular event, and thereby to
inform the public.
Rice v. Paladin Enterprises, Inc., 128 F.3d 233, 266 (4th Cir. 1997), cert, denied, 66 U.S.L.W.
3686 (1998).

Thus, while journalistic attention to those engaged in unlawful or hazardous

activities may "encourage" or "glamorize" those activities to some of those so engaged, it
|spj\ktvx\ktvx-brf.doc(klm)
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obviously is unconstitutional to try to punish journalists for this assumed incidental effect of their
reporting the news. Whatever the psychological effect news coverage has on those engaged in
crime or unhealthy activities, the public needs to be informed about such activities, particularly
when minors are involved.

Permitting prosecution on the basis of the assumed incidental

glamorization of news reporting would criminalize all reporting of illegal conduct by minors.
The free speech and freedom of the press guarantees of the United States Constitution and the
Utah Constitution forbid such a result.

Reporters covering these types of stories cannot

constitutionally be held liable "even if, in some circumstances, [news media coverage]
incidentally glamorizes and thereby indirectly promotes such conduct."

Id.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, SPJ respectfully requests that this Court dismiss the
Informations in their entirety. Gathering and reporting news about minors engaged in illegal and
harmful conduct serves important public functions and is protected by the First Amendment of
the United States Constitution and Article I, Section 15 of the Utah Constitution.
DATED this Zb

day of May, 1998.
PARR WADDOUPS BROWN GEE & LOVELESS

imicus Curiae
TheXjt^h Chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists
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ADDENDUM

Art. IV, * 4

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
AMENDMENT I

[Religious and political freedom.]
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances
AMENDMENT II
[Right to bear arms.]
A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a
free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall
not be infringed
AMENDMENT III
[Quartering soldiers.]
No Soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house,
without the consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, but in a
manner to be prescribed by law
AMENDMENT IV
[Unreasonable s e a r c h e s and seizures.]
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but
upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized
AMENDMENT V
[Criminal a c t i o n s — P r o v i s i o n s concerning — Due proc e s s of l a w and j u s t c o m p e n s a t i o n clauses.]
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise
infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a
Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces,
or in the Militia, when m actual service in time of War or
public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same
offence to be twice put m jeopardy of life or limb, nor shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself,
nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law, nor shall private property be taken for public use,
without just compensation
AMENDMENT VI
[Rights of accused.]
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the
State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by
law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the
accusation, to be confronted with the witnesses against him, to
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor,
and to have the Assistance of counsel for his defence
AMENDMENT VII
[Trial by jury in civil cases.]
In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy
shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be
preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise
re-examined in any Court of the United States, than according
to the rules of the common law

AMENDMENT VIII
[Bail — P u n i s h m e n t . ]
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fi
imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted ^ ^
AMENDMENT IX
[Rights r e t a i n e d by people.]
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shaji
not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by thpeople
AMENDMENT X
[ P o w e r s r e s e r v e d to states or people.]
The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to
the States respectively, or to the people
AMENDMENT XI
[Suits against s t a t e s — Restriction of judicial power.]
The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or
prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of
another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.
AMENDMENT XII
[Election of P r e s i d e n t and Vice-President.]
The Electors shall meet in their respective states, and vote
by ballot for President and Vice-President, one of whom, at
least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with
themselves, they shall name in their ballots the person voted
for as President, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as
Vice-President, and they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as
Vice-President, and of the number of votes for each, which lists
they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of
the Government of the United States, directed to the President of the Senate,—The President of the Senate shall, in the
presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all
the certificates and the votes shall then be counted,—The
person having the greatest number of votes for President,
shall be the President, if such number be a majority of the
whole number of Electors appointed, and if no person have
such majority, then from the persons having the highest
numbers not exceeding three on the list of those voted for as
President, the House of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the President But in choosing the President,
the votes shall be taken by states, the representation from
each state having one vote, a quorum for this purpose shall
consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the states,
and a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice.
And if the House of Representatives shall not choose a
President whenever the right of choice shall devolve upon
them, before the fourth day of March next following, then the
Vice-President shall act as President, as m the case of the
death or other constitutional disability of the President —The
person having the greatest number of votes as Vice-President,
shall be the Vice-President, if such number be a majority of the
whole number of Electors appointed, and if no person have a
majority, then from the two highest numbers on the list, the
Senate shall choose the Vice-President, a quorum for the
purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole number of
Senators, and a majority of the whole number shall be
necessary to a choice But no person constitutionally ineligible
to the office of President shall be eligible to that of VicePresident of the United States
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Sec. 27. [Fundamental rights.]
Frequent recurrence to fundamental principles is essential
to the security of individual rights and the perpetuity of free
government.
1896
Sec. 2&- [Declaration of t h e r i g h t s of crime victims.}
(1) To preserve and protect victims' rights to justice and due
process, victims of crimes have these rights, as defined by law:
(a) To be treated with fairness, respect, and dignity,
and to be free from harassment and abuse throughout the
criminal justice process;
(b) Upon request, to be informed of, be present at, and
to be heard at important criminal justice hearings related
to the victim, either in person or through a lawful representative, once a criminal information or indictment
charging a crime has been publicly filed in court; and
(c) To have a sentencing judge, for the purpose of
imposing an appropriate sentence, receive and consider,
without evidentiary limitation, reliable information concerning the background, character, and conduct of a
person convicted of an offense except that this subsection
does not apply to capital cases or situations involving
privileges.
(2) Nothing in this section shall be construed as creating a
cause of action for money damages, costs, or attorney's fees, or
for dismissing any criminal charge, or relief from any criminal
judgment.
(3) The provisions of this section shall extend to all felony
crimes and such other crimes or acts, including juvenile
offenses, as the Legislature may provide.
(4) The Legislature shall have the power to enforce and
define this section by statute.
1994
ARTICLE H
STATE BOUNDARIES
Section
1. [State boundaries.]
Section 1. [State boundaries.]
The boundaries of the State of Utah shall be as follows:
Beginning at a point formed by the intersection of the
thirty-second degree of longitude west from Washington, with
the thirty-seventh degree of north latitude; thence due west
along said thirty-seventh degree of north latitude to the
intersection of the same with the thirty-seventh degree of
longitude west from Washington; thence due north along said
thirty-seventh degree of west longitude to the intersection of
the same with the forty-second degree of north latitude;
thence due east along said forty-second degree of north latitude to the intersection of the same with the thirty-fourth
degree of longitude west from Washington; thence due south
along said thirty-fourth degree of west longitude to the intersection of the same with the forty-first degree of north latitude; thence due east along said forty-first degree of north
latitude to the intersection of the same with the thirty-second
degree of longitude west from Washington; thence due south
along said thirty-second degree of west longitude to the place
of beginning.
1896
ARTICLE n i

Art. IV, § 1

The following ordinance shall be irrevocable without the
consent of the United States and the people of this State:
[Religious toleration — Polygamy forbidden.]
First: — Perfect toleration of religious sentiment is guaranteed. No inhabitant of this State shall ever be molested in
person or property on account of his or her mode of religious
worship; but polygamous or plural marriages are forever
prohibited.
1896
[Right to public domain disclaimed — Taxation of lands
— Exemption.]
Second: — The people inhabiting this State do affirm and
declare that they forever disclaim all right and title to the
unappropriated public lands lying within the boundaries
hereof, and to all lands lying within said limits owned or held
by any Indian or Indian tribes, and that until the title thereto
shall have been extinguished by the United States, the same
shall be and remain subject to the disposition of the United
States, and said Indian lands shall remain under the absolute
jurisdiction and control of the Congress of the United States.
The lands belonging to citizens of the United States, residing
without this State shall never be taxed at a higher rate than
the lands belonging to residents of this State; but nothing in
this ordinance shall preclude this state from taxing, as other
lands are taxed, any lands owned or held by any Indian who
has severed his tribal relations, and has obtained from the
United States or from any person, by patent or other grant, a
title thereto, save and except such lands as have been or may
be granted to any Indian or Indians under any act of Congress,
containing a provision exempting the lands thus granted from
taxation, which last mentioned lands shall be exempt from
taxation so long, and to such extent, as is or may be provided
in the act of Congress granting the same.
1945
[Territorial debts assumed.]
Third: — All debts and liabilities of the Territory of Utah,
incurred by authority of the Legislative Assembly thereof, are
hereby assumed and shall be paid by this State.
1896
[Free n o n s e c t a r i a n schools.]
Fourth: — The Legislature shall make laws for the establishment and maintenance of a system of public schools, which
shall be open to all the children of the State and be free from
sectarian control.
1896
ARTICLE IV
ELECTIONS AND RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE
Section
1. [Equal political rights.]
2. [Qualifications to vote.]
3. [Voters — Immunity from arrest.]
4. [Voters — Immunity from militia duty]
5. [Voters to be citizens of United States.]
6. [Mentally incompetent persons and certain criminals ineligible to vote.]
7. [Property qualification forbidden.]
8. [Ballot to be secret.]
9. [General and special elections — Terms.]
10. [Oath of office.]

ORDINANCE
[Religious toleration — Polygamy forbidden.]
[Right to public domain disclaimed — Taxation of
lands — Exemption.]
[Territorial debts assumed.]
[Free nonsectarian schools.]

Section 1. [Equal political rights.]
The rights of citizens of the State of Utah to vote and hold
office shall not be denied or abridged on account of sex. Both
male and female citizens of this State shall enjoy equally all
civil, political and religious rights and privileges.
1896
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defendant committed them, the defendant shall also be bound
over to the district court to answer for those charges
(8) A minor who is bound over to answer as an adult in the
district court under this section or on whom an indictment has
been returned by a grand jury, is not entitled to a preliminary
examination in the district court
(9) Allegations contained in the indictment or information
that the defendant has previously been adjudicated or convicted of an offense involving the use of a dangerous weapon,
or is 16 years of age or older, are not elements of the criminal
offense and do not need to be proven at trial in the district
court
(10) The juvenile court under Section 78-3a-104 and the
Division of Youth Corrections regain jurisdiction and any
authority previously exercised over the juvenile when there is
an acquittal, a finding of not guilty, or dismissal of the charges
in the district court
1996
78-3a-603.

C e r t i f i c a t i o n h e a r i n g s — J u v e n i l e c o u r t to
h o l d p r e l i m i n a r y h e a r i n g — F a c t o r s conside r e d b y j u v e n i l e c o u r t for w a i v e r of j u r i s d i c t i o n to d i s t r i c t c o u r t .
(1) If a criminal information filed in accordance with Subsection 78-3a-502(3) alleges the commission of an act which
would constitute a felony if committed by an adult, the
juvenile court shall conduct a preliminary hearing
(2) At the preliminary hearing the state shall have the
burden of going forward with its case and the burden of
estaohshing
(a) probable cause to believe that a crime was committed and that the defendant committed it, and
(b) by a preponderance of the evidence, that it would be
contrary to the best interests of the minor or of the public
for the juvenile court to retain jurisdiction
(3) In considering whether or not it would be contrary to the
best interests of the minor or of the public for the juvenile
court to retain jurisdiction, the juvenile court shall consider,
and may base its decision on, the finding of one or more of the
following factors
(a) the seriousness of the offense and whether the
protection of the community requires isolation of the
minor beyond that afforded by juvenile facilities,
(b) whether the alleged offense was committed by the
minor in concert with two or more persons under circumstances which would subject the minor to enhanced penalties under Section 76-3-203 1 were he an adult,
(c) whether the alleged offense was committed in an
aggressive, violent, premeditated, or willful manner,
(d) whether the alleged offense was against persons or
property greater weight being given to offenses against
persons except as provided in Section 76-8-418,
(e) the maturity of the minor as determined by considerations of his home, environment, emotional attitude,
and pattern of living,
(f) the lecord and previous history of the minor,
fg) the likelihood of rehabilitation of the minor by use
of facilities available to the juvenile court,
(h) the desirability of trial and disposition of the entire
offense in one court when the minor's associates in the
alleged offense are adults who will be charged with a
crime in the district court
(i) whether the minor used a firearm in the commission
of an offense, and
(j) whether the minor possessed a dangerous weapon
on or about school premises as provided in Section 76-10505 5
(4) The amount of weight to be given to each of the factors
listed in Subsection (3) is discretionary with the court
(5) (a) Written reports and other materials relating to the
minor's mental, physical, educational, and social history
may be considered by the court

«fc

(b) If requested by the minor, the minor's
guardian, or other interested party, the court shall rem!?*'
the person or agency preparing the report and tw**
material to appear and be subject to both direct ^ ^
cross-examination
(6) At the conclusion of the state's case, the minor *"
testify under oath, call witnesses, cross-examine a d v * *
witnesses, and present evidence on the factors r e q u i r e d ?
Subsection (3)
*t
(7) If the court finds the state has met its burden un^uT
Subsection (2), the court may enter an order
^otf
(a) certifying that finding, and
(b) directing that the minor be held for criminal n*ceedmgs in the district court
(8) If an indictment is returned by a grand jury, the or*,
limmary examination held by the juvenile court need rw
include a finding of probable cause, but the juvenile court sh*n
proceed in accordance with this section regarding the addL
tional consideration referred to in Subsection (2)(b)
(9) The provisions of Section 78-3a-116, Section 78-3a-9i*'
and other provisions relating to proceedings in juvenile caa**
are applicable to the hearing held under this section to th*
extent they are pertinent
(10) A minor who has been directed to be held for criming
proceedings in the district court is not entitled to a prelunj*«
nary examination in the distnct court
.
(11) A minor who has been certified for trial m the district
court shall have the same right to bail as any other crirnmtl *
defendant and shall be advised of that n g h t by the juvenilt
court judge The juvenile court shall set initial bail in accordance with Title 77, Chapter 20, Bail
(12) When a minor has been certified to the district court
under this section or when a criminal information or indictment is filed in a court of competent jurisdiction before t
committing magistrate charging the minor with an offerut?
described in Section 78-3a-602, the jurisdiction of the Division
of Youth Corrections and the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts
over the minor is terminated regarding that offense, any other offenses arising from the same criminal episode, and any
subsequent misdemeanors or felonies charged against him,
except as provided m Subsection (14)
(13) A minor may be convicted under this section on th«
charges filed or on any other offense arising out of the sam#
criminal episode
(14) The juvenile court under Section 78-3a-104 and th#
Division of Youth Corrections regain jurisdiction and any
authority previously exercised over the minor when there if
an acquittal, a finding of not guilty, or dismissal of the charge!
in f he district cou1**
1WT
PART 8
ADULT O F F E N S E S
78-3a-801.

J u r i s d i c t i o n of a d u l t s for offenses againji
m i n o r s — P r o o f of d e l i n q u e n c y n o t required
for c o n v i c t i o n .
(1) The court shall have concurrent jurisdiction to try the
following adults for offenses committed against minors
(a) any person 18 years of age or older who
(l) solicits, requests, commands, encourages, or intentionally aids or who acts with a minor in th«
violation of any federal, state, or local law or municipal ordinance,
(u) tends to cause minors to become or remain
delinquent, or
(in) aids, contributes to, or becomes responsible fo*
the neglect, abuse, or delinquency of any minor;
(b) any person 18 years or older, having a minor in hi*
legal custody, or under his care, or in his employment*
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who willfully abuses or ill-treats, neglects, or abandons
the minor in any manner likely to cause the minor
unnecessary suffering or serious injury to his health or
morals;
(c) any person 18 years or older who:
(i) forcibly takes away a minor from, or wrongfully
encourages him to leave, the legal or physical custody
of any person, agency, or institution in which the
minor lawfully resides or has been legally placed for
the purpose of care, support, education, or adoption;
or
(ii) knowingly detains or harbors a minor whom he
has reasonable grounds to believe has escaped or fled
from the custody of any agency or institution in which
the minor lawfully resides or has run away from his
parent, guardian, or custodian;
(d) any person 18 years of age or older who:
(i) provides a minor with an alcoholic beverage or a
controlled substance; or
(ii) encourages or permits a minor to consume an
alcoholic beverage or controlled substance; or
(e) any person 18 years of age or older who fails to
report child abuse, as required by Title 62A, Chapter 4a,
Part 4, Child Abuse or Neglect Reporting Requirements.
(2) It is not necessary in order to obtain a conviction under
this statute to establish that the minor had become a delinquent or committed a delinquent act.
1996
78-3a-802. P e n a l t y — F i n e s — S u s p e n s i o n of s e n t e n c e
on condition — Bond.
U) A person 18 years of age or older who commits any act
described in this section is guilty of a class B misdemeanor.
Any fines collected shall be deposited in the treasury of the
county where the action is filed.
(2) The court may suspend execution of a sentence upon
compliance with reasonable conditions which the court may
establish.
(3) The court may further require that a bond, in a reasonable amount, be posted by the person convicted under this
chapter to guarantee the performance of the condition. The
wws and procedures governing bond forfeitures shall apply in
Proceedings commenced in this court to forfeit the bond and
•ay amount so forfeited shall be deposited into the treasury of
the county where the action was brought.
1996
*8-3a«803. P r a c t i c e a n d p r o c e d u r e — J u r y t r i a l —
Criminal Code prosecution unaffected.
vl) When requested by the defendant by written motion
J**" within ten days before the date of trial, issues of fact may
** tried by a jury of four jurors. Trial juries shall be formed in
the same manner as trial juries in criminal cases.
12) (a) If the defendant in proceedings under this part
demands a jury trial, the court may, and on stipulation of
the parties shall, transfer the case to a district court.
(b) This section may not be construed to deprive district courts of jurisdiction in any prosecution instituted
a
gainst an adult under the Utah Criminal Code; provided,
t^at the disposition, care, control, and custody of a minor
g a i n s t whom an offense defined in this section is com^ t t e d shall remain within the exclusive jurisdiction of
^ j u v e n i l e court, unless the minor is otherwise subject to
*3 he jurisdiction of the district court under this chapter.
~ . The court has jurisdiction over adults to issue and
»te protective orders under this chapter.
' In proceedings under Section 78-3a-801, the practice
- P r o c e d u r e of the juvenile court shall conform to the
^ . Ce and procedure provided by law or court rule for
j l j j / ^ proceedings in the district court, except that the
^ ^ j j j ^ g s may be commenced by complaint and a trial jury
^ i n s i s t of four jurors.

78-3a-903

(5) The county attorney or district attorney as provided
under Sections 17-18-1 and 17-18-1.7 shall prosecute any case
brought under this part.
(6) The court may have a preliminary investigation made
by the probation department or other agency designated by
the court, and with the consent of the defendant or person
involved may permit such nonjudicial adjustment as may be
practicable, without prosecution.
1997
78-3a-804. Costs a n d e x p e n s e s of t r i a l .
The fees and expenses, the cost of publication of summons,
and the expense of a trial of an adult, when approved by the
court, are paid by the state, except prosecution costs and
public defender costs are paid by the county where the hearing
or trial is held.
1996
PART 9
MISCELLANEOUS P R O V I S I O N S
78-3a-901.

Violation of o r d e r of c o u r t — C o n t e m p t —
Penalty.
(1) Any person who willfully violates or refuses to obey any
order of the court may be proceeded against for contempt of
court.
(2) Any person 18 years of age or older found in contempt of
court may be punished in accordance with Section 78-32-10.
(3) (a) Any person younger than 18 years of age found in
contempt of court may be punished by any disposition
permitted under Section 78-3a-118, except for commitment to a secure facility.
(b) The court may stay or suspend all or part of the
punishment upon compliance with conditions imposed by
the court.
(4) The court may enforce orders of fines, fees, or restitution
through garnishments, wage withholdings, supplementary
proceedings, or executions.
1997
78-3a-902.

A m e n d m e n t of p e t i t i o n — W h e n a u t h o r i z e d
— C o n t i n u a n c e of p r o c e e d i n g s .
When it appears during the course of any proceeding in a
minor's case that the evidence presented points to material
facts not alleged in the petition, the court may consider the
additional or different matters raised by the evidence, if the
parties consent. The court on motion of any interested party or
on its own motion shall direct that the petition be amended to
conform to the evidence. If the amendment results in a
substantial departure from the facts originally alleged, the
court shall grant such continuance as justice may require.
1996

78-3a-903.

Modification o r t e r m i n a t i o n of c u s t o d y ord e r or d e c r e e — G r o u n d s — P r o c e d u r e .
(1) A parent, guardian, or next friend of a minor whose legal
custody has been transferred by the court to an individual,
agency, or institution, except a secure youth corrections facility, may petition the court for restoration of custody or other
modification or revocation of the decree, on the ground that a
change of circumstances has occurred which requires such
modification or revocation in the best interest of the minor or
the public.
(2) The court shall make a preliminary investigation. If the
court finds that the alleged change of circumstances, if proved,
would not affect the decree, it may dismiss the petition. If the
court finds that a further examination of the facts is needed, or
if the court on its own motion determines that the decree
should be reviewed, it shall conduct a hearing. Notice shall be
given to all persons concerned. At the hearing, the court may
enter an order continuing, modifying, or terminating the
decree.
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106 Bankr. 323; 1989 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13927; 16 Media L. Rep. 2401
September 1, 1989, Decided
September 1, 1989, Filed
SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: As Amended September 22,
1989.
COUNSEL: [**1] Plaintiff: Robert Merce, Schutter
& Glickstein, Honolulu, Hawaii; Duane D. Morse,
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering.
Defendant: Paul Alston, Robyn B. Chun, Mei
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Judge.
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OPINION: [*323] OPINION OF CHARLES R.
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CHARLES" R. RICHEY,
DISTRICT JUDGE

UNITED

STATES

United Press International ("UPI"), the debtor in this
action, has moved for summary judgment on Larry
Mehau's claim for [*324] damages. The dispute arises
out of allegedly defamatory statements that a UPI reporter sent over the UPI wire in 1977. Mehau, then
a member of Hawaii's Board of Land and Natural
Resources, claims that the statements soiled his name
by linking him to underworld activity in Hawaii. For
the reasons stated herein, UPI's motion for summary
judgment shall be granted.
A. Factual Background
On June 15, 1977, The Valley Isle, a bi-weekly,
Honolulu-based newspaper (now defunct), published a
story on the recent death of George Helm, a Hawaiian
environmental activist. The Valley Isle story strongly

implied that Helm and another man had been killed by
local underworld [**2] figures. The story included an
interview with Adolph Helm, George's brother; Adolph
claimed in the interview that George had told him and
others before his death that he had unearthed strong
evidence of underworld influence in Hawaii politics.
Adolph further stated that George had told a group of
approximately 100 people that Larry Mehau was the
"Godfather" of organized crime in Hawaii. Adolph also
recounted an incident at a local restaurant in which, according to George, Mehau had personally threatened to
"break George's ass" unless George ceased his efforts to
uncover local corruption. George Helm disappeared off
the coast of a Hawaiian island on March 7, 1977.
Dennis Stone, a UPI reporter, became aware of the
Valley Isle story on the date of its publication. The
record indicates that the question of mob influence in
Hawaii politics had generated some media interest in the
preceding months. Stone had been aware of this interest,
and upon learning of the Valley Isle story, he regarded it
as an opportunity to "scoop" the competition, nl Stone
immediately called the Maui News newspaper, where an
unidentified employee read to him portions of the Valley
Isle story. Stone [**3] then called the Press Secretary of
the Governor of Hawaii and asked for comment on the
Valley Isle story. The Press Secretary had no information on the story or its contents. After unsuccessfully
attempting to reach Adolph Helm, Stone spoke with the
Helms' father, George Sr., who confirmed that George
had discussed threats from Larry Mehau. Based upon
these discussions, Stone sent the following story over
the national wire:
Adolph Helm . . . . brother of the missing Hawaiian
activist George Helm . . . . was quoted today in the
biweekly Valley Isle Press as naming State Land Board
Big Island member Larry Mehau as the "Godfather" of
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Hawaii's underworld crime. Adolph Helm also was
quoted as reveling [sic] that his brother, now feared
dead, said Mehau threatened him when Helm was a musician at Honolulu's Gold Coin restaurant. The Helm
brothers' father confirmed that George Helm said he
was repeatedly threatened. Before he apparently died,
George Helm told his brother he had a lot to reveal
about Hawaii's organized crime. Adolph Helm also reportedly fingered Marcus Lipske, believed the manager
of singer Don Ho, as the local underworld's link with
the mainland syndicate. n2

nl Stone Dep. at 52.
r**4]
n2 Exh. 8 to UPI Mem. (ellipses in original).
After distributing this first story, Stone was able to
make contact with Adolph Helm. Adolph confirmed
to Stone that the substance of the Valley Isle story accurately reflected what he had told the Valley Isle reporters.
n3 Stone was also able to obtain a copy of the Valley Isle
and read the story for himself. He thereafter sent the following over the UPI wire, approximately an hour after
the first story:
Adolph Helm, the brother of the missing and feared
dead
[*325] Hawaiian activist George Helm, revealed today that George Helm told many of his follwers [sic]
that State Board of Land and Natural Resources member Larry Mehau of the Big Island is the Godfather of
Hawaii's underworld. Helm, interviewed at his Molokai
residence, said his brother told 40 to 50 people prior to
a March "invasion" of Kahoolawe that Mehua [sic] and
other people — quote ~ "higher up" were deeply involved
in organized crime. Helm quoted his brother as saying
he was planning to expose them and "all the corruption
that was happening." Helm's apparent death this past
March is believed being investigated by Maui County
and the FBI. n4

n3 Mehau submitted an affidavit in which he stated
that Adolph Helm later met with him and complained
that the Valley Isle had misquoted and distorted his
comments. However, Adolph's deposition, taken after the meeting with Mehau, shows that Adolph was
comfortable with the Valley Isle story, and believed
that it fairly reflected his views. Helm Dep. at 24-

29. In any event, as will be shown, this dispute is
not material to the legal issues underlying the Court's
ruling.
[**5]
n4 Exh. 7 to UPI Mem.
The next day, on June 16, UPI distributed a story detailing Governor George Ariyoshi's strong defense of
Mehau and his categorical rejection of the Valley Isle
story.
The record indicates that Stone was a relatively inexperienced reporter, and that he distributed the Mehau
story on his last day with UPI. It appears that he knew
next to nothing of the Valley Isle at the time he distributed his stories. n5 The record further indicates that
while the Valley Isle story and Stone's releases gained
the attention of some members of the local media, others
deemed the information unreliable and refused to report
the Valley Isle story. n6
n5 At his deposition, Stone indicated that when he
distributed the stories, "the entirety" of his knowledge of the Valley Isle was "that they had run this
story and that it was a bi-weekly newspaper on the
island of Maui." Stone Dep. at 49.
n6 For instance, Robert Sevey, a reporter with
KGMB-TV in Honolulu, refused to report the Valley
Isle story because of his doubts as to the newspaper's
reliability. See Sevey Dep. at 10-11.
Mehau brought this defamation action in Hawaii state
court against UPI [**6] and several other defendants
on June 23, 1977. After approximately two years of
discovery, the trial court granted summary judgment in
UPI's favor. On appeal, however, the Supreme Court of
Hawaii reversed, finding that the record contained sufficient facts from which a reasonable jury might find,
under New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254,
270-71, 11 L. Ed. 2d 686, 84 S. Ct. 710 (1964), that
Stone acted with actual malice when he sent the two
stories over the UPI wire. Mehau v. Gannett Pacific
Corp., 66Haw. 133, 658P.2d312 (1983). The Hawaii
Supreme Court's opinion dealt only with the actual malice standard as applied to the record before it.
In April of 1985, after remand and additional discovery, Mehau stipulated to the dismissal of his claims
against all non-diverse defendants, leaving only UPI in
the case. On May 16, 1985 UPI filed with the state court
a Notice of Bankruptcy Petition and Automatic Stay. On
May 17, 1985, UPI removed the suit to the United States
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District Court for the District of Hawaii. In April of
1985, however, before the Hawaii district court could
dispose of the case, UPI declared bankruptcy in the
District of Columbia. UPI's bankruptcy stayed proceedings in the [**7] Hawaii action, and forced Mehau to
file a claim against UPI in the United States Bankruptcy
Court for the District of Columbia. UPI objected to the
claim, and filed the instant motion for summary judgment under Bankruptcy Rules 7056 and 9014. In turn,
the Bankruptcy Court sua sponte requested a withdrawal
of the reference of Mehau's claim because it raised the
prospect of a jury trial. The matter came to this Court,
and UPI's motion for summary judgment is now ripe for
decision.
B. ANALYSIS
UPI offers two basic arguments in support of its motion for summary judgment. First, surveying the evidence, UPI contends that the record lacks any rational
basis for a finding (1) that Stone acted with actual malice
under New York Times Co. v. Sullivan when he distributed the two stories, or (2) that Mehau has carried
his burden of proving the falsity of Stone's statements
by clear and convincing evidence. Second, UPI contends that, regardless of Mehau's evidentiary showing,
Stone's comments are absolutely privileged under the
doctrine of neutral reportage, a theory first enunciated
by the Second Circuit in Edwards v. National Audubon
Society, 556E2dll3
(2d Cir. [**8] 1977). Because the
Court [*326] is in partial agreement with UPI as to its
first argument, and in total agreement as to its second,
the Court will grant UPI's motion.
1. Insufficiency of the Evidence
A. Actual Malice
UPI first contends that no reasonable juror could find,
from the facts presented in the record, that Stone transmitted the two stories over the UPI wire with actual malice. Derived from New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376
U.S. 254, 11 L. Ed. 2d 686, 84 S. Ct. 710 (1964), the
actual malice standard requires (in this case) that Mehau
show by clear and convincing evidence that Stone acted
either "with knowledge that [the statements] were false,"
or "with reckless disregard of whether [they were] false
or not." Id. at 279-80. If Mehau cannot make this
showing, the "central meaning of the first amendment,"
id. at 273, compels dismissal of his claim.
While this Court's independent review of the record
might produce a different result, the Supreme Court of
Hawaii has already applied the actual malice standard to
the facts of this case. And that court has concluded that a
reasonable juror might find Stone's actions to have been
undertaken with reckless disregard for the statement's

accuracy, [**9] and thus with actual malice under New
York Times. Mehau v. Gannett Pacific Corp., 66 Haw.
133, 147-48, 658 R2d 312 (1983). n7 The Supreme
Court's decision on this particular question is the law of
the case.
n7 The Supreme Court of Hawaii expressed its
views as follows:
UPI's treatment of the information gleaned from
another source, the fact that the source was a new
publication apparently given to sensationalizing the
"news," and the anonymity of the authors of some
of the crucial accusations published by the Valley
Isle are a few of the factors we believe could lead
to a finding by a jury that UPI's republication of
the charges of criminality was not "made in good
faith" or they were such that "only a reckless man
would have put them in circulation." St. Amant v.
Thompson, 390 U.S. 727, 732, 88 S. Ct. 1323, 20
L.Ed. 2d262.
Id.
The Supreme Court's decision concededly rests upon a
determination of federal law (i.e., a federal defense to a
state law claim). This factor generally militates against
a finding that a state court determination should control after the matter has been removed to federal court.
Nevertheless, a careful reading of the Supreme Court's
decision shows that the Supreme [**10] Court carefully
applied - indeed presaged by some three years - the currently controlling law in this area. Contrary to UPI's
assertion, the United States Supreme Court's subsequent
decisions in Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S.
242, 91 L. Ed. 2d 202, 106 S. Ct. 2505 (1986), and
Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 91 L. Ed.
2d 265, 106 S. Ct. 2548 (1986), do not somehow invalidate the Supreme Court of Hawaii's decision on the
actual malice issue. The Court agrees with UPI that
Liberty Lobby and Celotex altered the law of summary
judgment in various respects. Nevertheless, it appears to
the Court (1) that the Supreme Court of Hawaii applied
precisely the test set forth in Liberty Lobby, n8 and (2)
that the rule of Celotex has no bearing upon this case.
Thus, the Court declines to accept UPI's contention that
recent developments in federal law - i.e., the Liberty
Lobby and Celotex decisions - warrant disruption of the
Supreme Court's decision in Mehau. [*327] The values
expressed in the law of the case doctrine are more compelling. While UPI might disagree with the Supreme
Court's conclusion in Mehau, the fact that the proper
standard appears to have been applied is sufficient rea-
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son to leave undisturbed [**11] a thoroughly reasoned
decision of the highest court of Hawaii.
n8 Summarized, the rule of Liberty Lobby might
be stated as follows: (1) on summary judgment,
a court is to review the non-movant's evidentiary
showing through the prism of the substantive standard that would control at a trial on the merits; and
(2) in determining which factual disputes are "material, " the court is to give credence only to those facts
upon which a reasonable juror might base a finding
for the non-movant (in other words, the summary
judgment standard is essentially the same as the directed verdict standard). With this in mind, consider the Supreme Court's statement in Mehau that
on summary judgment in a defamation action a court
"examines the evidence, taking all permissible inferences and resolving questions of credibility in plaintiff s favor to determine whether a reasonable jury
acting reasonably could find actual malice with convincing clarity." Mehau, 66 Haw. at 145, 658 R2d
at 321 (quoting Mater v. Toledano, 408 A.2d 31, 50
(D. C. 1979) (emphasis in original). It appears to the
Court that this standard is precisely that set forth in
Liberty Lobby.

B. Burden of [**12] Proving Falsity
The Supreme Court of Hawaii, however, did not address the second of UPI's "evidentiary" contentions that Mehau has failed to carry his burden of proving
the falsity of Stone's statements. n9 UPI's argument is
based upon Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps,
475 U.S. 767, 89 L. Ed. 2d 783, 106 S. Ct. 1558
(1986). In Hepps, the United States Supreme Court effectively interposed an additional "element" that a plaintiff must prove in order to surmount a New York Times
defense: not only must a plaintiff show that challenged
statements were made with actual malice, a plaintiff must
show as well that the statements were false. UPI argues
that the record lacks any proof that Stone's statements
were false. The Court agrees; no reasonable juror could
find by a fair preponderance of the evidence that the
statements Stone sent over the national wire were false.
nlO Summary judgment in UPI's favor is therefore compelled.
n9 The Supreme Court of Hawaii did indicate that
it regarded Stone's stories as potentially misleading.
66 Haw. at 146-47, 658 P.2d at 321-22. Yet, the
Supreme Court's statements were dicta, and were
made in connection with its discussion of reckless-

ness under the actual malice standard. They do not
represent a holding that Mehau had satisfied his burden of proving falsity.
[**13]
nlO UPI asserts that Mehau must prove falsity under Hepps by clear and convincing evidence. UPI
Mem. at 16. In Robertson v. McCloskey, 666 E
Supp. 241, 248 (D.D.C. 1987), Judge Joyce Hens
Green of this Court did conclude, for persuasive reasons, that the Hepps analysis commands clear and
convincing evidence. Nevertheless, in at least two
opinions after Robertson, the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia has stated that the preponderance of the evidence standard applies with respect
to the Hepps falsity determination. Liberty Lobby,
Inc. v. Rees, 271 U.S. App. D.C. 297, 852 F.2d
595, 598 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (dictum); Liberty Lobby,
Inc. v. Dow Jones & Co., Inc., 267 U.S. App. D.C.
337, 838F.2d 1287, 1292 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (Bork,
J.) ("at least a fair preponderance of the evidence").
This Court will thus assume that the preponderance
of the evidence is applicable, although, given the
Court's conclusion that Mehau has failed to make
even this less stringent showing, the choice of standards is without great significance.
The Court is perfectly willing to draw from the record
the conclusion that Mehau is not a mobster; that he is not
the "Godfather" of the Hawaii underworld. A reasonable [** 14] juror could do the same. The issue, however,
is not whether Mehau was or was not affiliated with the
underworld. The issue is whether Mehau has offered
sufficient evidence that the two statements Stone sent
over the UPI wire on June 15, 1977, were inaccurate.
He has not.
It is crucial to consider precisely what Stone's statements said. The first, issued at 12:55 p.m., reported
the fact that the Valley Isle had released a story in which
Adolph Helm had revealed his brother George's view
that Mehau was the "Godfather" of the Hawaii underworld. The second story, issued at 1:50 p.m., after Stone
had actually spoken with Adolph Helm, simply reported
once again the fact that Adolph Helm had stated that his
brother George had told others that Mehau was involved
with organized crime in Hawaii. The stories involve the
reporting of, first, the substance of the Valley Isle story,
and, second, the substance of Adolph Helm's comments
to the Valley Isle and to Stone himself. Both stories
make abundantly clear that the Helm brothers - and not
Stone ~ were leveling the charges against Mehau. In a
sense, the stories are tantamount to the reporting of two
physical events: (1) Adolph's [**15] statements to the
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Valley Isle; and the Valley Isle's subsequent repeating of
those statements in its edition of June 15, 1977.
Mehau has offered nothing to indicate that those physical events did not occur. There is no dispute that the
Valley Isle printed a story on June 15, 1977, in which
Adolph Helm reported his brother's view that Mehau
was a member of the Hawaii underworld. The Valley
Isle did print such a story. To be sure, Mehau attacks
the [*328] first sentence of Stone's first story, which
begins: "Adolph Helm . . . . was quoted today .
. . . as naming State Land Board Big Island member Larry Mehau as the "Godfather" of Hawaii's underworld crime." In a purely technical sense, this assertion is incorrect. Adolph Helm did not himself "name"
Mehau; rather, Adolph only repeated to the Valley Isle
his brother's view that Mehau was connected to the underworld. Yet, in the Court's view, this technical error
does not rise to the level of "falsity" contemplated under Hepps. Cf., Time, Inc. v. Pape, 401 U.S. 279,
290, 28 L. Ed. 2d 45, 91 S. Ct. 633 (1971) ("falsification" for purposes of actual malice standard). See
also Tavoulareas v. Piro, 260 U.S. App. D.C. 39,
817 R2d 762, 787 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (minor [**16]
inaccuracies cannot "in reason and in law" support liability for defamation); Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 581 A, comment f (1977) ("It is not necessary [for
a defendant] to establish the literal truth of the precise
statement made. Slight inaccuracies of expression are
immaterial provided that the defamatory charge is true
in substance."), n i l
n i l The same conclusion applies as a matter of
law to the fact that, while the Valley Isle story recounted only one incident in which Mehau allegedly
threatened George Helm, Stone's first story claimed
that Helm's father had said that George had been "repeatedly" threatened by Mehau. Even if erroneous,
Stone's statement is not "false" as a matter of law
under Hepps.
As for Stone's second story, Mehau has offered no evidence that Adolph Helm did not tell Stone, after Stone
contacted Helm at his Molokai residence, that his brother
George "had told many of his followers that [Mehau] .
. . . is the Godfather of Hawaii's underworld," or that
Helm did not tell Stone of the other matters contained
in the second story. Quite the contrary, Adolph Helm's
deposition testimony indicates that Helm confirmed to
Stone that he had spoken [**17] with the Valley Isle,
and that the Valley Isle had accurately reported his comments. nl2 There is some question as to precisely what
types of questions Stone asked Helm when they spoke,

but this dispute in no way suggests that Adolph Helm
did not "reveal" on June 15 the matters contained in the
second story. nl3

nl2 Helm Dep. at 40.
nl3 Mehau relies upon a meeting following all
of this between himself and Adolph Helm at which
Helm is alleged to have retracted his statements to
the Valley Isle and to have claimed that he was misquoted by the Valley Isle. Mehau Aff. (February
11, 1980). Although Helm's deposition contradicts
Mehau's affidavit, the Court would decide no differently even if Mehau's affidavit were absolutely
correct. While it might be relevant to the accuracy
of the Valley Isle story, nothing in Mehau's affidavit
impugns in any way the accuracy of Stone's stories.
In the Court's view, no reasonable juror could find that
Mehau has proven by "a fair preponderance of the evidence" that either of Stone's stories were "false" within
the meaning of Hepps. Mehau has offered nothing to indicate that the events and statements described in Stone's
[**18] stories did not occur, or that Stone did not depict those events and statements with substantial accuracy. Summary judgment must be granted in UPI's favor. See Liberty Lobby v. Dow Jones, Inc., 267 U.S.
App. D.C. 337, 838 F.2d 1287, 1294-96 (D.C. Cir.
1988) (where no reasonable juror could find challenged
statements false, summary judgment granted in defendant's favor).
2. Neutral Reportage
Notwithstanding the foregoing, UPI also argues that
Stone's stories are absolutely immune from defamation
liability under the neutral reportage doctrine. The Court
agrees.
The neutral reportage doctrine finds its genesis in
Edwards v. National Audubon Society, 556 E2d 113
(2d Cir.) cert, denied, 434 U.S. 1002, 98 S. Ct. 647,
54 L. Ed. 2d 498 (1977). In Edwards, the Second
Circuit held defamation liability "constitutionally impermissible" where the defendant, the New York Times,
had merely reported charges levelled by the National
Audubon Society against certain scientists. As "succinctly stated" by Judge Kaufman, "when a responsible, prominent organization like the National Audubon
Society makes serious charges against a public figure,
the First Amendment protects the accurate and disinterested reporting of those [**19] charges, [*329] regardless of the reporter's private views regarding their
validity." Id. at 120.

\
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The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
has yet to speak regarding the neutral reportage doctrine, see White v. Fraternal Order of Mice, 707 E
Supp. 579, 596 (D.D.C. 1989), and those circuits that
have considered the doctrine have left its contours rather
ill-defined. For instance, in an en banc decision shortly
after Edwards, the Second Circuit itself expressed some
concerns with the doctrine's potential breadth. See
Cianci v. New Times Pub. Co., 639 E2d 54, 69 (2d
Cir. 1980) ("The need for the careful limitation of a constitutional privilege for fair reportage is demonstrated
by the breadth of that defense, which confers immunity
even for publishing statements believed to be untrue.").
And the Third Circuit has expressly declined to follow
Edwards. Dickey v. CBS, Inc., 583 E2d 1221, 1225-26
(3d Cir. 1978). nl4 The Eighth Circuit, by contrast, appears to have adopted a relatively expansive conception
of the doctrine, permitting its application even when the
author makes clear his or her personal views on the reported matter. Price v. Viking [**20] Penguin, Inc., 881
E2d 1426, slip op. at 12 (8th Cir. 1989) (Heaney, S.J.).
In this Court's view, the logic of the doctrine, coupled
with the weight of federal precedent, favor adoption of
a neutral reportage doctrine in this circuit. However,
as the ambiguity surrounding the content of the doctrine
indicates, what the Court adopts is less than perfectly
clear.
nl4 But see Medico v. Time, Inc., 643 E2d
134, 145-46 (3d Cir. 1981) (while not repudiating Dickey, noting that Pennsylvania Supreme Court
might be inclined to adopt neutral reportage doctrine
in light of the "trend of federal case law" supporting
such a privilege).
Among the undefined aspects of the privilege is the
weight to be given each of the factors Mehau relies
upon in opposing UPI's motion for summary judgment.
Mehau's argument rests upon the specific facts and language of Edwards itself. In Edwards, Judge Kaufman's
language arguably limited the doctrine's use to cases in
which the initial "defamer" is a "responsible, prominent organization like the National Audubon Society."
556 E2d at 120. Mehau contends that because the initial "defamers" were the Valley Isle and Adolph Helm,
[**21] and because neither of them were "responsible"
or "prominent" in the sense that the National Audubon
Society was in Edwards, UPI cannot rely upon the doctrine in this case.
Judge Kaufman may well have intended to limit the
doctrine through his choice of language in Edwards. See
also Cianci, 639 E2d at 68. Nevertheless, this Court is

of the view that such a limitation to the reiteration only of
statements of "responsible" or "prominent" "defamers"
is inconsistent with the raison d'etre of the doctrine. It
is essential that the press be at liberty to report serious
charges against public officials without excessive concern for the source. Were the press secure only in reporting the charges of "responsible" or "prominent" persons
or entities - with these terms undoubtedly defined in
light of the values of some established class - the "robust and unintimidated press" for which Judge Kaufman
showed such concern would undoubtedly suffer. nl5
nl5 See Edwards, 556 E2d at 120 ("if we are
to enjoy the blessings of a robust and unintimidated
press, we must provide immunity from defamation
suits where the journalist believes, reasonably and
in good faith, that his report accurately conveys the
charges made.").
[**22] This Court is more comfortable with the views
expressed in Judge Patel's carefully reasoned opinion in
Barry v. Time, Inc., 584 E Supp. 1110, 1122-28 (N.D.
Cal. 1984). In Barry, Judge Patel rejected an argument
identical to Mehau's, and held that "a more sensible approach is to extend the neutral reportage privilege to all
republications of serious charges by one participant in an
existing public controversy against another participant in
that controversy, regardless of the 'trustworthiness' of
the original defamer." Id. at 1126. Judge Patel properly noted that "it is the neutrality of the report which
is critical." Id. at 1127. If neutrality is maintained, the
public ~ as opposed to the reporter or a judge - [*330]
can serve as the final arbiter of the trustworthiness of the
defamer and his statements. Id. The First Amendment,
it seems to the Court, demands no less. Accordingly,
having interpreted the neutral reportage doctrine in this
fashion, the Court finds that the status of the Valley Isle
and Adolph Helm as "unresponsible" or "unprominent"
nl6 does not negate application of the neutral reportage
doctrine in this case.
nl6 The Court recognizes that Barry dealt only
with the question of whether a defamer need be
"responsible," and did not address whether he or
she need be "prominent." In that case, the court
expressly found that the original defamer (basketball player Quentin Dailey) was "prominent." In the
Court's view, however, there should be no requirement that an original defamer be either "responsible"
or "prominent." A prominence requirement is essentially an additional safeguard of trustworthiness,
and, as noted above, trustworthiness of the defamer
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is not (or should not be) a prerequisite to the neutral
reportage defense.
[**23] The second basis upon which Mehau would
avoid UPI's neutral reportage defense in this case is
through reliance upon the fact that, in Edwards, the reporter "in good faith elicited both sides of the story to
the best of his ability." Id. at 118. Mehau contends that,
unlike the reporter in Edwards, Stone simply reiterated
the Valley Isle's charges without undertaking an independent investigation of their possible inaccuracy, and
without attempting to present Mehau's response. The
distinction between the facts in Edwards and the facts
here, according to Mehau, deprives UPI of the right to
rely upon the neutral reportage doctrine.
The Court cannot agree. The undisputed facts indicate that Stone did make adequate efforts to verify the
Valley Isle story. His stories did no more than repeat
only that which he had verified; as noted above, he reported only that individuals (who he named) had made
statements to the Valley Isle, and that the Valley Isle had
published those statements. In light of the constitutional
concerns underlying the neutral reportage doctrine, the
Court finds these efforts legally sufficient.
As for Stone's duty to report "both sides," [**24] it
appears to the Court that such an obligation is essentially an incident of the requirement, clearly expressed
in Edwards, that a reporter not espouse or concur in the
matter reported. nl7 See, e.g., Cianci, 639 E2d 54 at
69 (failure to report both sides, including the withholding of information in author's possession, effectively
caused report to espouse charges). Accordingly, such
an obligation does not arise when, as here, the report
is itself essentially factual, neutral and accurate. nl8
Clearly, reporting "both sides" may eliminate any risk
that a report will be construed as endorsing a reported
charge; but when, as here, reporting both sides adds
nothing to the neutrality of a simple and straightforward
story, it is not (or should not be) required. A close
reading of Edwards — appropriate in light of Mehau's
reliance upon the literal language of the opinion - makes
clear that, in Judge Kaufman's view, reporting both sides
is not a prerequisite to the neutral reportage defense; the
fair, accurate and neutral reiteration of the charges is
the key. In the Court's view, Stone's reports were that:
fair, accurate and neutral. Good journalistic practice
certainly [**25] suggests reporting all aspects of a controversy, and Stone's releases would have been better
had they contained opposition to the Valley Isle story.
But the absence of such opposition, at least under these
circumstances, does not deprive UPI of the right to rely
upon the neutral reportage doctrine.

nl7 See Edwards, 556 E2d at 120 ("a publisher
who in fact espouses or concurs in the charges made
by others, or who deliberately distorts these statements to launch a personal attack of his own on a
public figure, cannot rely on a privilege of neutral
reportage").
nl8 Clearly, this rule cannot be absolute; the more
factually involved and one-sided a report is, the
greater becomes the reporter's obligation to report
both sides of the story. The reports in this case,
however, can hardly be characterized as involved:
they were one paragraph statements of the fact that
charges had been made.
What we are left with, then, are two reports that accurately and neutrally reported serious charges made
against a public figure regarding a matter of great public [*331] interest. nl9 Regardless of the accuracy of
the underlying charges, the Court is of the view that
Stone's decision to distribute [**26] those stories over
the UPI wire is absolutely protected under the neutral
reportage doctrine. Summary judgment in UPI's favor
is appropriate.
nl9 Mehau also argues that the neutral reportage
doctrine, as articulated in Edwards, requires that the
reported charges must relate to a long-standing dispute of great public interest. He contrasts the facts
of Edwards, in which the dispute over DDT use had
been raging for a number of years, with this case, in
which, he claims, there had been little prior public
interest in the subject matter of Stone's report. Yet,
a fair reading of Edwards in no way indicates a requirement that the issues raised have been in the public eye for an extended period of time. Concededly,
Judge Patel in Barry seems to require that there be
an "existing public controversy" before a defendant
can invoke the privilege. 584 E Supp. at 1127.
To the extent Barry can be read to impose such a
requirement, however, this Court declines to follow
that portion of Judge Patel's analysis. So long as
charges are serious and "newsworthy," Edwards, 556
E2d at 120, the press should enjoy the freedom to
report them without regard for the "history" of the
dispute. Again, the public - and not the press or
judges - should be the final arbiters of the merits of
reported charges.
[**27] C. CONCLUSION
The Court agrees with Mehau that the Supreme
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106 Bankr. 323, *331; 1989 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13927, **27;
16 Media L. Rep. 2401
Court of Hawaii's decision on the actual malice issue
forms the law of the case and should not be disturbed.
Nevertheless, with respect to issues not addressed by
the Supreme Court of Hawaii, the undisputed facts indicate that Mehau has failed to prove by a fair preponderance of the evidence that Stone's reports are false.
Further, the undisputed facts indicate that Stone's reports
are absolutely protected under the neutral reportage doctrine, which the Court adopts herein for the first time in
this circuit. Accordingly, the Court will grant summary
judgment in UPI's favor. n20 An Order shall issue.
n20 Mehau also asks that further discovery be permitted under Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(f) before a ruling
on UPI's motion for summary judgment. This litigation, however, has been alive for over 12 years

(albeit with a stay of several years on account of
UPI's bankruptcy). This period has provided ample time within which the parties could have undertaken all necessary discovery. The only legal issue
which could conceivably have "surprised" Mehau is
the Court's decision under Hepps, which arguably
established a new federal rule of decision in 1986.
Yet, Mehau's own brief states his view that the Hepps
rule "has always been the law and certainly does
not represent a dramatic shift in determining how
defamation cases should be resolved." Mehau Mem.
at 18. There is accordingly no basis for further postponing a decision on the merits in this action.
[**28] Date: September 1, 1989
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Youths find
many ways
to frustrate
the law
By Joe Bauman
DeseretNews staff writer

Call her Lisa, a name she chose
for this interview She is 13, a
beautiful girl who could pass for
— well, 15, at most She and her
friends sitting on a sidewalk with
their cigarettes are proof that the
latest Tood and Drug Administration rules to curb underage smoking are a flaming failure
"People buy them for me," she
said, smiling and leaning forward
from the brick wall near the en
trance to a mall m Salt Lake City
"Homeless bums Just ask them,
and if you give them some extra
money, usually they do it "
FDA rules that went into effect
at the end of February were intended to cut underage smoking
by 50 percent within seven years
They require store clerks to check
IDs of all purchasers of tobacco
products who are 27 or younger
Most states forbid selling to children under 18, though Utah's restriction is a little stncter, at 19
The reason for the law is that most
people who smoke begin in their
teens But youngsters here say the
federal and state rules aren't
much of a roadblock to any kid
who wants to smoke
She smoked openly, cupping a
small plastic greenish lighter in
one hand Don t the pohce notice
this and do anything about it 7
"They'll just tell us to cut it out
and not do it again And they'll ask
Please see TEENS on A5

At Crossroads Plaza, teenage smokers puff away. Among smokers ages 12-17,62 percent say they buy their own cigarettes.

For kids, getting cigarettes is a breeze
Dallas Morning News

The combmed forces of government,
health groups, retailers — and even the tobacco industry — have tried to keep cigarettes away from Ricky Fuller
"They failed," says Fuller, an 18-yearold fast-food worker, taking a smoke break
outside an Arlington, Texas, mall "It's
never been a problem getting cigarettes "
That s legal for him now, because 18 is
the minimum age for purchasing tobacco in

Texas and across the country But he
started buying cigarettes at age 15, and,
like millions of underage smokers, found
few obstacles in lis way
"If you want U stop youth smoking, of
course you needto work on the demand
side," says Rickfcropp, an expert on youth
smoking and boird member of Stop Teenage Addiction ti Tobacco (STAT), a national advocacygroup * That means
education, andimiting advertising and

sports sponsorship and Joe Camel and all
the rest
"But you also need to work on the supply
side," says Kropp, who is director of the
North Bay Health Resources Center m Petaluma, Calif "And that means trying to
limit their (teens') access to tobacco "
Anti-tobacco laws aimed at youths are
getting tougher Federal regulations that
Please see SMOKE on A5

SMOKE
Continued from A1
took effect this year include a requirement that retailers must
check the identification of any tobacco buyer who looks younger
than 27.
Limiting underage smoking is
part of the proposed $368 billion
settlement between the tobacco industry and state attorneys general
announced last month. It limits the
civil liability of cigarette-makers in
exchange for tough new controls
on tobacco.
^
The agreement, being reviewed
by Congress and the Clinton administration, would severely restrict marketing to young people,
ban vending machines and impose
other measures that have long
been sought by health groups.
But the trend is still clearly in
the other direction. After years of

decline, teenage smoking began
climbing in 1991, alarming health
groups and anti-tobacco activists.
According to a 1996 study by the
University of Michigan, 21 percent
of eighth-graders, 30.4 percent of
lOth-graders and 34 percent of
12th-graders were at least occasional smokers. Health groups say
3,000 American children start
smoking every day.
A1993 survey by the federal
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention found that 62 percent
of smokers ages 12-17 usually
bought their own cigarettes, while
only 2 percent said they had tried
but never succeeded. Of those who
had tried to buy, 45 percent said
they had never been asked to show
proof of age.
A1994 surgeon general's report
that reviewed 13 studies concluded
that people under 18 succeeded in
buying tobacco products 67 percent of the time.

Doing Ethics in Journalism
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Professional Journalism Organizations'
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Codes of Ethics
Society of Professional Journalists
Preamble
Membeis ot the Society of Professional Journalists believe that public
enlightenment is the forerunnei of justice and the foundation of democracy
The duty of the journalist is to further those ends by seeking truth and providing a fair and comprehensive account of events and issues Conscientious journalists from all media and specialties stnve to serve the public with thoroughness and honesty Piofessional integrity is the cornerstone of a journalist's
ciedibihty
Members of the Society shaie a dedication to ethical behavior and adopt this
code to declare the Society's pi maples and standaids of piachce
Seek Truth and Report It
Journalists should be honest, fair and courageous in gathering, reporting
and interpreting information Journalists should.
• lest the accuiacy ot mtoimation from all sources and exeicise care to
avoid inadvertent erroi Dehbeiate distoition is never peimissible
• Diligently seek out subjects of news stories to give them the opportunity
to respond to allegations ot wrongdoing
• Identify souices whenever feasible The public is entitled to as much information as possible on souices' reliability
• Always question souices' motives before promising anonymity Clarify
conditions attached to any piomise made in exchange for information Keep
promises
• Make certain that headlines, news teases and promotional material, photos, video, audio, graphics, sound bites and quotations do not misrepresent
They should not oversimplify or highlight incidents out of context
• Never distort the content of news photos or video Image enhancement
for technical clarity is always permissible Label montages and photo illustrations
• Avoid misleading ic enactments or staged news events If re-enactment is
necessaiy to tell a stoiy, label it
• Avoid undercover or other surreptitious methods of gathering information except when traditional open methods will not yield information vital to
the public Use of such methods should be explained as part of the story
6
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• Never plagiarize
• Tell the stoiy of the diversity and magnitude of the human expenence
boldly, even when it is unpopular to do so
• Examine their own cultural values and avoid imposing those values on
others
• Avoid stereotyping by race, gender, age, religion, ethnicity, geography,
sexual onentation, disability, physical appearance or social status
• Support the open exchange of views, even views they find repugnant
• Give voice to the voiceless, official and unofficial sources of information
can be equally valid
• Distinguish between advocacy and news reporting Analysis and commentary should be labeled and not misrepresent fact or context
• Distinguish news from advertising and shun hybrids that blur the lines
between the two
• Recognize a special obligation to ensure that the public's business is con
ducted in the open and that government recotds are open to inspection
Minimize Harm
Ethical journalists treat sources, subjects and colleagues as human beings
deserving of respect. Journalists should:
• Show compassion for those who may be affected adveisely by news coveiage Use special sensitivity when dealing with children and inexperienced
sources or subjects
• Be sensitive when seeking or using interviews or photographs of those
affected by tiagedy 01 grief
• Recognize that gathering and reporting information may cause harm or
discomfoit Pursuit of the news is not a license for arrogance
• Recognize that pnvate people have a greater right to control information
about themselves than do public officials and others who seek power, influence or attention Only an ovemding public need can justify intrusion into
anyone's privacy
• Show good taste Avoid pandering to lurid curiosity
• Be cautious about identifying juvenile suspects or victims of sex crimes
• Be judicious about naming criminal suspects befoie the formal filing of
chaiges
• Balance a criminal suspect's fair trial rights with the public's right to be
informed
Act Independently
Journalists should be free of obligation to any interest other than the public's right to know. Journalists should:
• Avoid conflicts of interest, real or perceived
• Remain free of associations and activities that may compromise integrity
or damage credibility
• Refuse gifts, favors, fees, free tiavel and special treatment, and shun secondaiy employment, political involvement, public office and service in com7
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munity organizations if they compromise journalistic integrity.
• Disclose unavoidable conflicts.
• Be vigilant and courageous about holding those with power accountable.
• Deny favored treatment to advertisers and special interests and resist their
pressure to influence news coverage.
• Be wary of sources offering information for favors or money; avoid bidding for news.
Be Accountable
Journalists are accountable to their readers, listeners, viewers and each
other. Journalists should:
• Clarify and explain news coverage and invite dialogue with the public
over journalistic conduct.
• Encourage the public to voice grievances against the news media.
• Admit mistakes and correct them promptly.
• Expose unethical practices of journalists and the news media.
• Abide by the same high standards to which they hold others.
(Sigma Delta Chi's first Code of Ethics was borrowed from the American
Society of Newspaper Editors in 1926. In 1973, Sigma Delta Chi wrote its own
code, which was revised in 1984 and 1987. The present version of the Society
of Professional Journalists' Code of Ethics was adopted in September 1996.)

Radio-Television News Directors Association
The responsibility of radio and television journalists is to gather and report
information of importance and interest to the public accurately, honestly, and
impartially.
The members of the Radio-Television News Directors Association will
accept these standards and will:
1. Strive to present the source or nature of broadcast news material in a way
that is balanced, accurate and fair.
A. They will evaluate information solely on its merits as news, rejecting
sensationalism or misleading emphasis in any form.
B. They will guard against using audio or video material in a way that
deceives the audience.
C. They will not mislead the public by presenting as spontaneous news
any material which is staged or rehearsed.
D. They will identify people by race, creed, nationality, or prior status
only when relevant.
E. They will clearly label opinion and commentary.
F. They will promptly acknowledge and correct errors.
2. Strive to conduct themselves in a manner that protects them from conflicts of interest, real or perceived. They will decline gifts or favors which
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would influence or appear to influence their judgments.
3. Respect the dignity, privacy and well-being of people with whom they
deal.
4. Recognize the need to protect confidential sources. They will promise
confidentiality only with the intention of keeping that promise.
5. Respect everyone's right to a fair trial.
6. Broadcast the private transmissions of other broadcasters only with permission.
7. Actively encourage observance of the Code by all journalists, whether
members of the Radio-Television News Directors Association or not.
(This version of the RTNDA Code of Ethics was adopted in 1987.)

National Press Photographers Association
The National Press Photographers Association, a professional society dedicated to the advancement of photojournalism, acknowledges concern and
respect for the public's natural-law right to freedom in searching for the truth
and the right to be informed truthfully and completely about public events
and the world in which we live.
We believe that no report can be complete if it is not possible to enhance and
clarify the meaning of words. We believe that pictures, whether used to depict
news events as they actually happen, illustrate news that has happened or to
help explain anything of public interest, are an indispensable means of keeping people accurately informed; that they help all people, young and old, to
better understand any subject in the public domain.
Believing the foregoing we recognize and acknowledge that photojournalists should at all times maintain the highest standards of ethical conduct in
serving the public interest. To that end the National Press Photographers
Association sets forth the following Code of Ethics, which is subscribed to by
all of its members:
1. The practice of photojournalism, both as a science and art, is worthy of
the very best thought and effort of those who enter into it as a profession.
2. Photojournalism affords an opportunity to serve the public that is equaled
by few other vocations and all members of the profession should strive by
example and influence to maintain high standards of ethical conduct free of
mercenary considerations of any kind.
3. It is the individual responsibility of every photojournalist at all times to
strive for pictures that report truthfully, honestly and objectively.
4. Business promotion in its many forms is essential, but untrue statements
of any nature are not worthy of a professional photojournalist and we severely
condemn any such practice.
5. It is our duty to encourage and assist all members of our profession, individually and collectively, so that the quality of photojournalism may constant-
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Kids get
burned
smoking
Habit fails
to live up
to billing
By DONALD W. MEYERS
The Daily Herald

Daily Herald photo/Matthew R. Smith

Two teen-age smokers work on cigarettes Saturday afternoon in Orem. Despite a predominately LDS culture that discourages the practice,
the number of Utah County youths who regularly light up is on the rise.
,

Teens blow off federal cigarette law
SALT L A K E CITY (AP) — Seventeen-yearold Aaron Smith snuffed out his Marlboro and
announced that the new federal tobacco rules
"aren't going to work on people — I guarantee it.
" F i n d i n g s o m e b o d y to buy you cigarettes is
a matier of five m i n u t e s , " he says.
Many underage smokers say it is easy to
wait outside convenience stores and persuade
older patrons to buy smokes for them or to find
slores that flout the rules.
N e w U.S. Food and Drug Administration
rules require store clerks lo check the picture
identification of any tobacco customer who
looks younger than 27.
Nate Brown, 16, told The Salt Lake Tribune

while a plainclothes officer looks on.
Careless clerks who wind up selling cigarettes to minors can be charged with a class B
misdemeanor ^and fined, but the object is not to
that he had no trouble wajking into a gas sta- raise money Jfor government, says Rebecca
tion the day after the new riiles went into effect - Murphy, a community-health specialist with
the heajth department.
and buying a pack
_. - . .•••-•...•-•
" H e was cool about it," Brown says.."""I • .Some.police departments already run these
says, 'pack of reds,' and he was like, ' O K , here types of stings against stores tjiat have a reputation for not caring about the ages of their
you g o . ' "
Utah Department of Health officials plan to tobacco customers.
"We've been doing this for years," says Provo
recruit volunteers from Utah high schools to
work as undercover agents in sting operations. police spokesman Karen Mayne. "Most often,
The decoys will attempt to buy cigarettes we'll do it because of community complaints."

Related stories, Pages A2, F1

Don't tell Gordon Dye that
smoking isn't a problem in Utah,
a stale better known for Mormons, Jell-O and the O s m o n d s .
"1 think we're right up at the top
of the list" as far as youth using
tobacco, says Dye, a substance
abuse counselor and recovering
smoker from Orem. "Cigarettes are
a highly addictive gateway drug."
The state — through education
and regulation — is making efforts
to fight back, but it is a tough battle against an industry that spends
more on advertising than Utah's
state government will for its entire
operation in the coming year.
The numbers
The National Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
reported in 1993 that 15.1 percent
of adults in Utah smoke, while 8.2
[percent of the stale's youth fall
into the category of frequent
smokers. The C D C also noted that
there were 1,228 smoking-related
deaths in the stale that year; a total
of $114 million was spent caring
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treating smoking-related illness.
By comparison, 2-1.3 percent
of the nation's adults and I3.S
percent of teens s m o k e . The
national death toll for 1993 was
418.690, with $50 billion in medical costs, the C D C reported.
A 1994 study ol Utah by Steven
J. Balir, chair of Brigham Young
University's sociology department, showed 12.4 percent of the
state's children had used tobacco
products in the past 30 days. Of
those, 7.5 percent were from Utah
County, mostly in the Lehi area.
From 1989 lo 1994, the last
year for which it has statistics,
the state Department of Health
recorded an increase in teen-age
tobacco use, from 10.5 percent to
12.4 percent of kids in the 12-18
age group. The number of youth
tobacco offenses also rose from
4,741 in 1987 to 8,342 in 1994.
"What we are seeing now is a
slow increase," says Pat Tucker,
Utah County Health Department's tobacco prevention specialist. The increase is most pronounced among adolescents; it
has moved up 4.2 percentage
points in 12 months.
And those figures are only from
confessed smokers. Tucker says
there could be more who were not
picked up in the report samples or
did not admit to being smokers.
Kids at risk
Dye says kids age 12-14 are
most at risk.
"Getting through puberty is dif(See S M O K I N G , Page A6)
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SMOKING:
(Continued from Page Al)
ficult under ru nrul circumstances '
Dye savs 1 think that s where we
see most of them picking up or at
least seeking something to change
the way they feel Once they make
it through that period the chances of
smoking dr< p drastically
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Dye d( c n i need studies to
prove this last {act he is the living
proof ot u He started smoking
when he was 12
He was raised as a Mormon and
was taught to avoid cigarettes on
religious ere unds But Dye per
ceived the reli_ious training as
restrictive
I was discontent and restless
Smoking was a way to come out in
rebefrToh Dye says
He was hooked from the first
cigarette but Dve says others do not
catch the habit at tirst Instead they
continue bet IUSC of peer pressure
Images words
Advertisin ilso plays a role in
Njds pic1 P p h- Hab nvr* sa 7 3
ads play on adolescent insecurities
and promote smoking as way to
overcome them and be better people
For bo>s cigarette ads depict
smokers as ru ed individuals who
can often be found in the company
of beautitul women
Girls on tin. other hand get the
message that smoking makes them
sophisticated be lutiful and mde
pendent
The- use it characters such as
Camel Ci° irette s Joe Camel mas
cot or Philip Morris Marlboro
Man appeal to youngsters both
Tucker and Ove note
Tucker sav s u arette companies
spend S6 billi >n a year on adver
tisements H\ comparison Utah s
Legislature approved a $5 6 billion
budget for the c )ming year includ
ing the first phase ot the Interstate
15 reconstruction project
Joe a teen smoker who recently
gave up smoking and is from a
southern Utah County community
says advertisin does sway kids to
take up the h ibit Joe who asked
that his real name and hometown
not be published says peers pres
sured him into smoking at the age
of 15 — but advertising made the
arguments more persuasive
The advertisements showed
how cigarettes made it look like
you were a b u macho guy if you
smoke he savs
Most ot the ids Joe says were
in magazines — such as Sports
Illustrated — that are oriented
toward a teen udience
However liter he smoked Eoij a
while Joe
\ that the advertising
copy did n< I jibe dt alJcvvith reality
I noticed I couldn t run and I
started c o u j n n
Joe says His
teeth al o tu ed ellow stained bv
the nicotine
I i ir he inhaled with
each draf n ei irette
He was 1 licted tor three years
Tucker
most teens in her
smoking ee m n classes at first
say that adv eiu n had nothing to
do with then e ie to smoke Thev
say they snu Ke because ot the teel
ingsthev c e v hen they do it
I ask where rhev get those teel
ings and ihev
»v it s from the
advertisin- f icker says
But Philtj \ U r n s USA
the
nation s I ir e t t bacco manutac
turer disa.rees
'All ol
>ui marketing is
designed i > e teh smokers who
have made the. decision to smoke
and are over he a„c ot 21 says
Mary Carm v e nanagerot media
jfyurs tor Ph I p Morris USA
^ Tne- fob e
mpany has also
eliminated it i\e iways and mail
delivery ot ei irette samples in
order to nuke sure" only legal
smokers
et
the
product
Carnovale
Why v i! i thev be tar^etin^
n >lder r
^ u tar-el the peo
pie that arc
) start mokin_

to it Dye countered
Nicotine
While advertising gets kid's to
start smoking it is the nicotine in
the cigarettes that keeps them com
ing back
rijl
Tucker explained that nicotine
creates both a physical and Mjfchological addiction for the snJBfr It
makes the heart and other Vital
organs work harder while stimuiat
inj the pleasure centers of the brain
A relaxed feeling is the result
Smoking gets nicotine into the
blood stream faster because it is
taken in directly througrfthe lungs
But that does not mean chewing
tobacco is any safer Its chemical
payload is absorbed directly into
the blood stream through the lining
of the mouth Tucker says
Dye pointed out the body and the
brain come to expect a regular fix of
nicotine The body goes through
withdrawal if it doesn t get it
In its lawsuit against the.tobac
co companies the state alleges that
the nation s largest tobacco compa
nies knew this and hid the laforrna
tion fromrrhe Dublic while manFou
lating nicotine levels to keep
smokers hooked
We think that most smokers can
be considered nicotine seekers for
the pharmacological effect of nico
tine is one ot the rewards that come
from smokang according to a 1978
internal memo from Philip Moms
research center cued in Utah s law
suit against the tobacco companies
Tom Launa a spokesman for
The Tobacco Institute says smok
ing does not meet the traditional
definition of an addictive sub
stance
All classical definitions of
addiction which many hold to be
true including tobacco executives
hold that the substance must in us
intoxication upon you obscure the
ability stop using it Launa says
Addictions have a helplessness
about them There is nothing mtox
icating about a smoker
The fact that ex smokers out

number smokers shows that the
substance is not so addictive that
smokers cannot break its grip Lau
na says Smokers have quit years
before nicotine patches and gums
were invented
That s bull crap Dye coun
tered It s one/of the most addic
tive substances known
'
During his counseling career
Dye savs he saw one smoker who
was so hooked that he continued to
smoke even after he had a breath
ing hole surgically cut into his
neck because of throat cancer
Other habits
Smoking can also lead to the
use other drugs Dye savs he went
trom smoking cigarettes to using
alcohol and a variety ot controlled
substances
If you can justify smoking you
can justify smoking marijuana
Dye says You rarely see kids just
smoking cigarettes He says peo
pie move to other drugs because
cigarettes do not give them the
same thnll as they once did
Utah law bars anyone younger
than 1°- from c o s s e t i n g inh^rm
but Joe was able to satiate his habit
for three years by paying an adult
to buy them for htm
Dye savs other teens resort to
using fake identifications finding
stores where they are not carded or
shoplifting to 0 et their cigarettes
Quitters
Kicking the cigarette habit is
not an easy task even without
Utah s culture to contend with
Dye says some people who
want to quit will not come forward
because they do not want to expose
themselves to the contempt with
which Utahns hold smoking and
smokers
That same feeling also leads
people to deny a tobacco problem
exists nther than admit there are
problems in Happv Valle>
Dye stopped smoking in 1989
making a conscious decision that
he would no longer let substances
run his life The reason I did it

<vas because I was fighting tor my
lite hesa>s
For Joe the decision to quit
came through peer pressure
Friends and church leaders sup
ported his decision to enroll in the
county s smoking cessation class
The positiv^peer pressure plus
seeing a pair o? pig lungs* riddled
with cancer trom exposure to ciga
rette tar helped Joe kick the habit
1 didn t realize it would do that to
the lungs he :>ays
For older smokers arguments
about the health effects of tobacco
work But a ditferent approach is
needed to work with teens and
young people Tucker says
Instead of talking about lone,
term effecis such as emphysema
and heart attacks — which teens
see as problems of the extremely
distant future — young smokers
need to see the immediate conse
quences such as shortness ot
breath bad breath smelly clothes
and the hefty pnee tag attached to
the smoking habit
The biggest motivation is the
mon^v tH
2V"
T - c k c s ;s
The average kid smokes a pack a
day At $2 20 a pack that s more
than $7^0 a year
Wherf explained that way many
young smokers see the advantage
of quitting
Tucker says her classes stick to
the clinical and economic draw
backs of smoking and do not delve
into the religious argument
Whether LDS or non LDS
most people do not like the smell
ot stale tobacco she says
Dye and Tucker both savs nico
tine patches and gum help ease the
physical cravin" but the psycho
logical ties have to be cut before a
smoker can truly quit
The key is to find an activity
that will till that void Tucker says
Religious activity regardless ot the
faith helps
In addition teens who are trying
to quit smoking need help building
up their self esteem if they are

going to stay off nicotine Tucl
says families and schools need
work together to help those teen
T h e road to recovery
Quitting however is not a cu
Like other addicts Joe and D
are not cured but are in a state
perpetual recovery
Joe admits that he feels an ur
to smoke when he sees cigareti
or smells smoke When the cravi
starts he chews on something un
it passes
If an ex smoker gives in to t
urge they will be back to their fi
addiction level in no time D
says For the rest of his life he sa
he will always be one cigarei
away from being an addict
•
Warning voices
1
If he had the power Dye sa\
he would set up holistic clinics
wean smokers off tobacco ai
educate children in the schoc
about the dangers of smokin
Tucker says the community has
work together to warn children
stay away from tobacco ai
encourage smokers to quit
>T Utah h a U zh ^IDS C ^
tion works to push tiie anti smo
ing message The coalition consi<
of students who promote heakl
alternatives vo* tobacco use and lo
by in favor of tobacco restriction
The Pleasant Grove Hit.
School Esteem Team is a memb
of the coalition Advisor Jo
Smith says the team successful
persuaded the Pleasant Grove Ci
Council to adopt an ordinam
requiring stores to put tobacc
products behind the counter ar
awav from shoplifting smokers
The team also lobbied on Capit
Hill on behalf of the Utah Indo<
Clean Air Act and this year s 2
cent increase in the cigarette tax
One of the most effective wa\
to fight tobacco is to get youi
involved says Bnttny Becker
member ot the Esteem Team Vv
believe passage (of the cigaret
tax) will do more to prevent smol
ing than the present law
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IT'S CALLED "SLAMMJiviG.."
AND IT CRN BE DEADLY.
-RANDALL
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LIQUOR

INSTEAD OF A V O I D I N G THE D A N G E R S OF
..YOUNG P E O P L E A R E P O U N D I N G DOWN
FASTER THAN EVER BEFORE.

=(SINGLE SHOT)
"SLAMMING" IS BINGE DRINKING,
AND WHEN WE WENT TO TALK TO SG;v;E YOUNG
SLAMMERS IN UTAH...WE FOUND SOME <ALARMING>
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>CAPTION
"This happens every weekend,"
THESE KIDS ARE HERE*NOT TO SOCIALIZE...BUT TO
>GET <DRUNK,> REALLY DRUNK.
J-CAPTION
)>> "I just want to be drunk. Right now„ I just
>want to have fun, right now."
>—
i-Ab i .
3-CAPTION
>>> " F i v e s h o t s in t w e n t y m i n u t e s . T h e n , of
) c o i.i r s e , y o u '• r e d r 1 n k i n g fo e e r i n So e t w e e n . "
>CAPTION
>>> "Four shots, eight s h o t s . . , "
>CAPTION
/ } / '' U s u a l l y w e j u s t s t r a i g n t- s h o o t * ';
>CAPTION
>>> "Why not just pound it f a s t ? "
^CAPTION
>>> "You don't mix it up, yo\_i just drink it
> s t r a i g h t , like tequilla, i t v s my favorite, a
>CAPTION
>>> "Vodka, that-s my f a v o r i t e . "

/
HALF AN HUUA INIO A PAR* Y AND MCGT OF THE
/PARTIERS ARE SLAMMED.
>

AND

I "PS

(PLANNED)- THAT WAY,,

J-CAPTION

>>} "Befu're anything starts, everyone
•' U. r\. , w n o ' s n o \, d r i n k i n.1-' ^g_U l...i l• i..j.l'.l.w.L. I!
r-CAPTION

decides

HARD

TALK.

>>> "Yea, at least we're planning it and we're
> being respoitsible and we're having a driver."
>
THESE KIDS MAY NOT DRINK AND DRIVE.
>
BUT AT LEAST A DOZEN TEENS DIE OF ALCOHOL
>POISONING IN THIS COUNTRY EVERY YEAR.
>
A NATIONAL STUDY SAYS ABOUT 16 PERCENT OF
>COLLEGE STUDENTS DON'T DRINK AT ALL. THE REST
>DRINK AT LEAST OCCASIONALLY, AND OF THE TEENS WHO
> <DO> DRINK, 40 PERCENT BINGE DRINK.
>
THAT'S THE OFFICIAL NUMBER... BUT WHEN YOU
5-TALK TO THESE KIDS, YOU HEAR IT'S MUCH HIGHER.
>CAPTION
>>> "I would say about 38 percent."
j-CAPT I ON
>>> " E i g h t y
3-CAPTION

percent."

.

>>> "Probably 8© percent do."
>
WHETHER IT'S 60 PERCENT OR FORTY PERCENT...
>ONE THING'S FOR SURE: AN ALARMING NUMBER OF
>UTAH'S TEENS ARE DRINKING TO GET BLITZED.
3-CAPTION
>>>' " I j u s t
>CAPTION

thought

it

was n o r m a l

to

pass

out."

>>> "I can take eight shots of vodka in half an
>hour, yea."
>BANNER
#DRINKING
S-SLAMMING IT
*
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WE INTENTIONALLY DIDN'T SAY WHERE THIS STORY
WAS SHOT.
WE TALKED TO COUNSELORS ON EVERY <PUBLIC)
COLLEGE CAMPUS IN THE STATE.
AND EVERY COUNSELOR SAYS BINGE DRINKING IS A
REALITY ON UTAH CAMPUSES — AND IT'S INCREASING
EVERY DAY.
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IS 50(3 DOLLARS TOO MUCH TO PA/ FOR A CAN OF BEER"5
THAT'S WHAT SOME ARE NOW PAVING IN UTA'-L
THE STATE'S NEW LIDGUP LAW RAISED THE FINE FOR MINORS
CAUGHT DRINKING BV NEAPL/ A THOUSAND PER CENT.
SOME THOUGHT IT WAS THE WISDOM OF THE LEGISLATURE TO
STOP DRINKING AT AN EARLY' AGE.
PAL
NEW LAW WAS A MISTAKE.
C1:45J

'-SHERIFF FRED ELEV
-SUMMIT COUNTY
1:03-1:12
-SENATOR RICHARD CARLING
-MEMBER LIGOUR TASK FORCE
i:EE-l:EB OUICK
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SENATOR CARLII'JG ADDS HE HOPES LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICIALS WILL USE OISGRE?SION IN ENFORCING THIS LAW
UNTIL THE LEGISLATURE HAS A CHANCE TO FIX IT.
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YOU'RE LOOKING AT 15-HUNDRED DOLLARS WALKING THROUGH
THE DOGF.
THAT'S BECAUSE EACH OF THESE GIRLS WAS CAUGHT HOLDING A
BEER.
UTAH'S MEW LI DOUR LAW STATES THAT MINORS CAUGHT
POSSESSING ALCOHOL WILL BE CHARGED WITH A CLASS A
MISDEMEANOR. ALSO THE FINE GOES UP FROM 55 DOLLARS TO ft
MINIMUM OF 580 DOLLARS...BAIL IS SET AT A THOUSAND.
EoOT
"VOU GOT A TICKET""' YEHH COST 55 DOLLARS. WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF THE NEW LAW RAISING 17 TO 500"' 1 DON'T THIN!'
THAT'S VERY RIGHT. "
"IT'S KIND OF OBVIOUS FROM BEING HERE TODAY IT'S NOT
GOING TO STOP ANYBODY. 1500 ISN'T GONNA STOP AN/BODY. "
WELL AT LEAS1 ONE PERSON.
"WHAT DO YOU THINK OF Ti-,E NEW LAW- I GUESS I BETTER
THROW AWAY M/ BEER, HUH"5"
THE MINIMUM FINE AND PENALT/ FOR A YOUNGSTER CAUGHT
HOLDING A COLD ONE CONSIDERABLY HIGHER MORE THAN A
PERSON CAUGHT DRIVING DRUNK.
CSOT

(16:SB i
"IF THEY'RE DRIVING THE/ CAN HURT PEOPLE, IF THEY'RE
NO7 IT DOESN'T MATTER, WHENEVER WE GET BUSTED WE'RE
SITTING IN A HOUSE."
EVEN THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE TO ENFORCE THE NEW LAW THINK
ITS TOO TOUGH.

CSOT J
"•SHERIFF FRED ELEY
'-SUMMIT COUNTY
<41:*5>"IT'S A LITTLE STRINGENT. I'M SURE THAT'S WHAT
THE LEGISLATURE HAD IN MIND."
IRONICALLY IT I->N'T WHAT THE LEGISLATURE HAD IN MIND.
APPARENTLY THE NEW LAU WAS A GOOF.
CSOT]
"'SENATOR RICHARD CARLING
"-MEMBER ALCOHOL TASK FORCE
\1:17}"IT'S ONE OF THOSE THINGS THAT SLIPPED THROUGH
THE CR-lCr',5. WE NEVER INiENDED THE FINE TO BE H J G ^ E R
THAN FOR THE DUi PENALTY."
SENATOR CARLING S,VS i~z ONE OF MANY MISTAKES IU THE
MEW LI DOUR LAW...ONE THAT WILL HAVE TO BE FIXED THE
NEXT TIME ThE LEGISLATURE MEETS.
IN T H E MEANTIME THE M O R H L FOR MINOR- IS THIS: A BEER IN
Tt\>£ HAND IS WORTH 500 DOLLARS IN THE STATE COFFEFS.
PAUL MURPHY KTVX FOUR NEWS.
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G j m n i a r y s SAND/ CITY COUNCIL TAKES ACTiON AFTER SCHOOL G1FL H
b / CAR
-3/K
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-BRENT
THESE TUG fiCCrCEhirS ARE GETTING Th£ ATTENTION
DF SANDY CITV COUNCTLMEMBERS.
-KIN
TONIGHT..- THEY' NET WITH SCHOOL OFFICIALS AND
POLICE OFFICERS TO TRY TO CONE-UP WITH SOLUTIONS,,
*DVE E' BOX
NEWS-* UTAH'S TONV YANG JOINS US NOW FROM THE
NEWSROOM WITH MOF£.
TON/...DID THEV TAKE ANY ACTION TONIGHT^
>HC-51NGL

&
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THE/ DID.

COUNC ILNEIiBERS APPROVED SPENDING NEARLY'
TEN-THOUSAND DOLLARS TO PAVE WHA1""1 S NOW A DIRT
ROAD.
AND THEY SA/ THAT"S JUST THE BEGINNING,
THE QUESTION IS.„ .WILL THESE EFFORTS WORK IF
STUDENTS CONTINUE TO JAYWALK'"'
*BETA PKG
>PKG-CUE
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EVEN AS ERICA JOHNS REMAINS IN THE HOSPITAL
•AFTER BEING HIT B/ A CAR WHILE WALKING TO
/ SHOOL- . .
• \ kNATSi > i
HER CLASSNATES D U T T SEEN TO WORR/ THE SANE
7
n l N G COULD HAPtflEi: "0 7i-;EN.
-"CAPTION
''> Brent KiJIian, =>\ua&nt, ''Why go ail the wav
'Co a Li"OE{- ^a 1 k ^n ei y o u can g o ac r" o s = r h e
:
5
•
5

50i\E STUDENTS AT LEAST WAIT FOR CARS TO STOP.
BUT OTHERS JUST blAKE A RUN FOR IT.
EITHER WAY...IT'S CONSIDERED JAYWALKING.
BUT SOME STUDENTS D O N 1 T SEEM TO CAPE.

)
AND THAT KIND OF ATTITUDE WORRIES SAND/ C I T
/ COUNC rLMFMBERB.
TrifiT-b WKT' THEV MET WITH B O Q O L OFFICIALS AND
/POLICE OFFICERS TO COME-UP WITH NHI'S TO PROTECT
; STUDENTS.
T H E T TALKED ABOUT EVER/THING FROM BUILDING NEW
> SIDEWALKS. . . TO EDUCATING KIDS ABOUT TRAFFIC
) SAFETY',, ..TO EVEN GIVING CITflTIOlMG TO JAVWALKERS.
J-CAPTION
;>; Counci I member, ''It's no more going to oe -just
) "we're gonna tui"n -he other wav" ISSLIB.
BU-C—if
< AI t» 3 o t e h e AI k n o w t n e n t n e v n r e a c tions. . • t n e n
J they' i I b e r e = p cn = i b L e for their a c 11 o »*is. "
ICPPTJ ON
;;; Bob Wright, Assist. Chief, Sandy Police
>Dept„, "We're not going to target the young foll-s
>that are jay walking. However, when we see a
;violation, we're going to take action."
BUT EVEN POLICE OFFICERS SAV CRHCKING
DOWN
J WON'T DO MUCH GOOD IF KIDS KNOW THEY'RE
;JAVWALKING... AND THINK THEV CAN DO IT SAFELv.
>CAPTION
))'
John Mace, Student, 'I've never been hit and
"1 jaywalk everyday at least three times a cay.
3-BANNER
#

"JArTALKING

CONTINUES

y

>LOCATOR
'-930Q S- NEAR 175 EAST
^Scrncly
>LOCA)OR
^CiTV HALL
""Sandy
>NAME-TTL
"-BOB WRIGHT
""Assist. Chier, Sandy P o n c e Dept.
>LI VETAG
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AND POLICE SAV IF THAT KIND OF THINKING
CONTINUES. .. T H E V LL BE BACK 7 0 SCUARE ONE AGAIN..
BUT AFTER TONIS-iTS MEET I, ,'G. . . THE V RE HOPING BV
MAKING IMPROVEMENTS ON ROADS...EDUCATING
KLD3...
AND CRACKING DOWN ON THOSE WHO JAVWALK...THE
ATTITUDE WILL CHANGE.
*DVE E BOX

•-ANCHOR QUEST I ON
IT SEEMS LIKE SANDY IS TAKING ft LOT OF THE
RESPONSIBILITY. WHAT ABOUT THE STATE SINCE KIDS
USE STATE OWNED ROADS...LIKE STATE STREET?
J-4C-3INGL
&
- N e w s r- o o m C a m
*

COUNCILMEMBERS BROUGHT THAT UP AT TONIGHT'S
MEETING.
THEY HAVEN'T CONTACTED THE STATE YET.
BUT THEY PLAN ON DOING JUST THAT.
ESPECIALLY WITH THE 1-15 CONSTRUCTION...
STREETS LIKE STATE STREET ARE MUCH MORE CONGESTED
THESE DAYS.
AND THAT...OF COURSE... MAKES IT MORE DANGEROUS
FOR KIDS WHO USE THOSE ROADS.
SO...COUNCILMEMBERS HOPE THE STATE WILL HELP
PAY FOR SOME OF THE IMPROVEMENTS.
*DVE S BOX
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CONTINUING DUP 7 DP STORf ... IMPORTANT TIPS TO
ORIvERS, AND PEDES!RIPNS.
OUR FOCUS: SCHOOL ZONES,
-BRENT
THE NUMBERS SA / STUDENTS ARE MORE LIKELT' TO GET
HIT THE FIRST TWO MONTHS OF SCHOOL ... THfiiM ANY
OTHER TIME OF THE YEAR.
>3C~3SH0T
&

Camera 3 3 Shot
NEWS 4 UTAH'S DEBBIE DUJANOVIC JOINS US NOW WITH
MORE —
DEB, WHAT ARE THE E/PERTS RECOMMENDING-'

MC-BBGRD
&

Camera 1 Big Board SAFET/ TIPS
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5, Debbie Dnjanovic
-DEB
FOR STARTERS B/K, HOW DIRT/ IS YOUR CAR
WINDSHIELD 0
POLICE WARN DRIVERS A DIRTY ONE CAN OBSTRUCT
YOUR VIEW., AND MAKE GLARE FROM THE SUN, WORSE..
THEIR WARNING TO STUDENTS, OBEY TRAFFIC RULES.
*BCiA PKG
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) WE RETURNED TO WEST _AK=: JUNIOR r\i'^n Lr-iTE
/TODAY, TO FliO DOZENS OF STUDENT DISCBErTNG 7.-.E
;RULES OF THE ROAD ... AND JAYWALKING.
>CAPTION
)>; Debbie Dajanovic, "Aren't you nervous to
-jaywalk°
>CAPTION
< > ) "No, nut real 1y. "
)
THEY'RE DARING, DESPITE AN ACCIDENT THAT

> S E R I O U S L Y INJURED TWO OF THEIR C L A S S M A T E S ON
>THEIR WAY TO SCHOOL J U S T T H I S MORNING ... TWO
> C L A S S M A T E S WHO DID E V E R Y T H I N G RIGHT AND STILL G O T
>HIT.
>CAPTION
>>> D e b b i e Du.js.novie, "Doesn't it make you n e r v o u s
>to j a y w a l k ? " "
>CAPTION
>> > "Oh, s o m e t i m e s . "
>CAPTION
>>> Officer- DaLe_flnn W r i g h t , "Kids think they're
> i n v i n c i b l e they say 'hey, I've made it across 100
> t i m e s , I can make it 101 t i m e s . "

> OFFICER DALE_ ANN WRIGHT PROMOTES PEDESTRIAN AND
>TRAFFIC SAFETY FOR WEST VALLEY ... EVERY SCHOOL
>YEAR, SHE SHOWS THIS SAFETY VIDEO TO PARENTS.
> HER GOAL; CREATE BETTER DRIVERS, BY MAKING THEM
>MORE AWARE OF A CHILD'S DANGEROUS HABITS.
> FOR INSTANCE, STUDENTS ARE EASILY DISTRACTED,
>AND DON'T ALWAYS PAY ATTENTION TO TRAFFIC.
> ONCE KIDS ... ESPECIALLY YOUNG ONES...START A
>MOTION, LIKE STEPPING OFF A CURB, THEY FEEL
>COMPELLED TO FINISH IT.
> AND CHILDREN CAN'T JUDGE A CAR'S SPEED, OR
>DISTANCE.
>
SO T H E Y MAY THINK YOUR FARTHER DOWN THE ROAD,
>THAN YOU REALLY ARE.
>
AND F I N A L L Y , D R I V E R S S H O U L D REMEMBER C H I L D R E N
>ARE U N P R E D I C T A B L E .
>CAPTION
>>> Dale Ann W r i g h t , "They don't perceive t r a f f i c

> as we do ... so they're going t o behave in a
>manner tha may cause them and the motoring public
>a lot of danger."
>BANNER
"-SAFETY TIPS
«

>LOCATOR
"-WEST LAKE JUNIOR HIGH
•'-3500 South 3450 West
*

>NAME-TTL
"-NO SUPER
J-NAME--TTL
"-NO- SUPER
*

>NAME--TTL
"-OFF. DALE ANN WRIGHT
'v W est
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Camera 1 Big Board SAFETY TIPS
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ANOTHER TIP: PARENTS SHOULDN'T DROP THEIR
CHILDREN OFF ACROSS THE STREET FROM A SCHOOL
THAT ENCOURAGES JAYWALKING.
>£C-3SH0T
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-ANCHOR QUESTION
DO POLICE CITE KIDS WHO JAYWALK?
J-IC-BBDRD
&
Camera 1 Big Board SAFETY TIPS
*

-DEBBIE
WEST VALLEY TRIED IT ON A REGULAR BASIS A FEW
YEARS AGO ... BELIEVE IT OR NOT ... PARENTS WERE
SO OUTRAGED AT THE IDEA .. . THEY GOT SO MANY
COMPLAINTS ... THEY STOPPED.
>£C-3SH0T
&

Camera £ 3 Shot

